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ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW

PhD PROGRAM IN NIIRSING

ADDEPtDUY~Y °1'O I~~YO1~~I. LEAGIIl3 FOR NIIRSING SELF BTIIDY

A. COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The following is a comprehensive description of the University

of Maryland at Baltimore School of Nursing's PhD Program. This

document is specific to the PhD program and is designed to

supplement the Self-Study document that was submitted in January,

1994, to the National League for Nursing (NLN) in conjunction with

its accreditation of the undergraduate and masters programs. The

NLN site visit, conducted in March, 1994, constituted the review of

the baccalaureate and masters programs. Much of the information

included in the NLN Self Study, as well as the documents assea~~ed

for the site visit, overlaps information requested in the

Guidelines and Procedures for the Review of Graduate Academic

Programs. Thus, the information included in this program

description supplements, but does not duplicate, that included in

the Self Study. Accordingly, when appropriate, the reader is

referred to the Self-Study Report, which is to be used in

conjunction with this document. For example, since the School of

Nursing- faculty is a "faculty of the whole" and not structured

programmatically and since physical and support facilities are

shared by all programs of the School, the requested information

about faculty qualifications, program costs and productivity, and

physical facilities and support facilities is reported on a School-

wide basis, rather tr~an solely for the doctoral program.
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Background

The PhD program in the University of Maryland at Baltimore
(UMAB) School of Nursing was initiated in 1979 as the sixteenth
doctoral nursing program in the United States. In .the 15 years

since its inception the program has developed an excellent

reputation in Maryland, the Southern Region, nationally and

internationally as one of the finest and most rigorous nursing

doctoral programs in existence. Outstanding students come to the

program from across the United States and abroad to take advantage

of: i) a School of Nursing that is consistently ranked among the

top ten in the country; 2) a location in the Baltimore Washington

Corridor that has ready access to such nationally prominent

resources as the National Institute of Health and the National

Library Of ~pd?~ln°~ a„d ~~ oYt~~a~ ~~t Lne sL~dy of nealt~-related

clinical, service delivery and policy issues; 3) ability to access

the unparalleled resources of a large and diverse state-wide

University System including varied opportunities for

interdisciplinary study and ready access to the expertise of other

disciplines, many whom are accessible as advisors; 4) a research-

oriented health science center campus; 5) a sound curriculum; 6)

innovative specialty foci; and 7) a nationally known faculty.

The PhD program has 68 graduates and a current enrollment of 104.

At the time the PhD program was initiated the School of
Nursing had well established programs leading to the Bachelor of

Science in Nursing (established in 1952) and the Master of Science

degree (first awarded in 1954), and was already recognized to be
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one of the outstanding schools of nursing in the country. Federal

funding in the form of a five-year (1979-1984) Advanced Nurse

Training Grant f~o~ the Division of Nursing, DHHS, helped provide

planning and start-up resources for the program, including partial

faculty salary support, a program evaluator, secretarial support

and ongoing consultation. At the conclusion of the grant,

responsibility for sustained program funding was undertaken by the

School of Nursing, reflecting strong administrative and faculty

commitment to the doctoral program.

Like the masters program in nursing and all doctoral programs

on the UMAB campus, the PhD program in nursing was established and

continues to operate under the aegis of the Graduate School. Thus,

its faculty, students, curriculum and courses are subject to the

Same policies ana are expected to meet the same high standards as

other PhD programs in the University. With the merger in 1985 of

the Graduate Schools on the UMAB campus and nearby University of

Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) campus into the combined

University of Maryland Graduate School, Baltimore (UMGSB), a

particularly rich and diverse array of faculty, course and

research-enhancing resources was made even more readily accessible

to doctoral nursing program faculty and students. Examples include

streamlined procedures for admission processing and inter-campus

registration, increased interdisciplinary interaction and

networking by faculty, ability to facilitate nursing doctoral

students involvement with other graduate programs in the basic and

applied sciences and humanities and increased resources to support
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students and faculty research. The creation of an 11-campus

University of Maryland System in 1988 further expanded the resource

base of the doctoral nursing program by encouraging and

facilitating inter-campus activities, such as joint programs,

enrollment in off-campus and interdisciplinary courses, and

interdisciplinary faculty participation on dissertation committees.

1. A School o! Nursing Catalog and PhD Handbook are
appended.

2. Structure and Governance.

Description of the administrative structure of the
department and list of the operative departmental
committees and their official functions.

The structure and governance of the PhD program in

nursing reflect its affiliation with both the School of Nursing and

the UMGSB. Ultimate responsibility for program ~ol~cpc 3n~

procedures; curriculum; faculty qualifications; admission,

progression and graduation of students; and the assurance of

program quality resides with the Dean of the Graduate School

(UMGSB) and the Graduate Faculty Council. Responsibility for

faculty hiring, assignments, adherence to disciplinary standards;

resource procurement and allocation; and specific aspects of

program operation resides with the Dean of the School of Nursing

and the committees of the School's faculty organization.

Each program under the rubric of the UMGSB has a program

director who is the designated liaison with the UMGSB for purposes

of communication and policy implementation. Primary responsibility

for administration of the doctoral program resides with the Program

Director (Dr. Elizabeth Lenz), who reports to the Associate Dean
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for Graduate Studies and Research (Dr. Ann Cain), who is

responsible for overseeing the graduate program as a whole. Also

reporting to the Associate Dean is the Director of the Off ice for

Research Methodology (Dr. Barker Bausell). This office, located

contiguous to the Doctoral Program Office is a valuable resource

for doctoral students. (See the Organizational Chart in the NLN

Self-Study Report, page 17.) Both the Associate Dean for Graduate

Studies and Research and the Program Director are members of the

Graduate Council and chair standing committees of the Graduate

Council (Long-Range Planning and New Courses). Both interact

frequently with the-Dean of the Graduate School and the Associate

Dean for Graduate Studies of the UMGSB about aspects of program

administration.

The Program Director is responsible for providing leadership

for the program, for setting direction and standards in the light

of current trends, and for program coordination. Other

responsibilities include 1) recommending faculty teaching

assignments for doctoral courses based on identified needs, 2)

making and implementing administrative decisions about the program

and use of program resources, 3) selecting and assigning Graduate

Assistants (with input from Department Chairpersons and the

Associate Deans), and 4) implementing program and Graduate School

policies as they relate to admissions, curriculwn and student

progression, and 5) together with its Director of the Office of

Research Methodology, identifing research resources and matching

them to student needs>
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The structure of the School was reorganized in Fall, 1992.

The reorganization was guided by the School's Strategic Plan,

which was developed in 1991-92 by a committee comprised of faculty,

alumni and administrators for the purpose of charting the School's

course and determining priorities. A key aspect of the

reorganization was to re-assign all faculty to one of the School's

four academic departments. The departments are comprised of

faculty members according to substantive specialty, a configuration

that enhances research collaboration and makes more efficient the

content delivery in the Schools educational programs. Faculty

from all four departments are assigned to teach courses in the

doctoral program based on a collaborative assessment of program

needs and faculty expertise by the Doctoral Program Director, the

~~p~~ 1.11tG111L. ~~dii=persons and the Associate Deans . The Doctoral

Program Director meets regularly with the Chairpersons, Associate

Deans, Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, and Director of the

Office of Research Methodology to discuss resource needs of and i

support for the program, student issues, faculty assignments and

other aspects of program implementation as they impact the

departments and the other programs and units of the School. The

Director of the Doctoral Program is also a member of the

Administrative Council that meets monthly.

Another key aspect of the reorganization was to establish

units of the organization that provide support to all programs,

including the doctoral program. The Office of Admissions and

Enrollment Management provides assistance with student admission,



progression, registration and financial aid. The Off ice of

Research Methodology provides e~ertise to assist students and

faculty with ffiulfiple aspects of research methodology, data

analysis, and grant preparation. The Office of Planning and

Accountability carries out the School's Master Plan for Evaluation,

hence is instrwnental in carrying out and communicating the results

of doctoral course and program evaluation. All of these offices

are located in close proximity to the Doctoral Program office, and

their services are readily accessible to the Program Director,

faculty and students.

The faculty governance structure of the School of Nursing (as

described in detail on pages 19-26 of the NLN Self Study) provides

for doctoral program representation on the Curriculum and Student

F~i~airs committees, the two standing committees of the faculty

organization that relate to program operation. The Curriculum

Committee has a Doctoral Program Subcommittee comprised of the

Program Director (designated member), an elected faculty

representative from each of the four departments and a peer-elected

student representative. The Student Affairs Committee membership

includes an elected faculty member from each department who

represents and is knowledgeable about student issues in the

doctoral program, as well as one peer-elected doctoral student.

By-laws elaborating the official function of these committees are

available in the Document Room.

Additionally, faculty who teach required doctoral program

courses meet as a group as necessary to discuss programmatic issues
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and to review applications to the program. Meetings are chaired by

the Doctoral Program Director. In addition, special and ad hoc

committees are established as necessary to ~~plement and evaluate

various aspects of the program. For example, a Preliminary

Examination committee, comprised of faculty teaching required

doctoral theory and research methods courses, is appointed annually

to prepare and evaluate the preliminary examinations for doctoral

students. An ad hoc committee has been appointed by the Curriculum

Committee to evaluate the theory component of the doctoral program.

3. educational Goals and Learning Outcomes.

a. What are the goals of the department's programs in
instruction, research, continuing education and public
service?

b. What are the intended student learning outcomes
and Mhat processes are in place for measuring the
achievements of t~iQse ou~~o~~g?

Since its inception, evaluation has been a vital aspect

of the doctoral programs operation and has parallelled its

development. The evaluation of the doctoral program is an inherent

component of the School's Master Plan for Evaluation.

The educational goals and specific learning outcomes for

the doctoral program were established at the time the program was

developed, and as noted, they have been validated based on ongoing

evaluation by faculty, students, employers of graduates, alumni and

nationally known consultants. The program is designed to meet the

educational needs of nurses who are committed to playing a

significant role in the continuing discovery, amplification and

refinement of nursing knowledge. Its goal is to prepare nurse



scholars and researchers who will advance nursing science, make the

practice of nursing more effective, and provide visionary

leadership to the profession.

Intended student learning outcomes of the program are that

graduates will be able to:

1) Construct, test and evaluate conceptual models and

nursing theories that reflect synthesis, reorganization

and expansion of knowledge from nursing and related

disciplines.

2) Evaluate and apply appropriate research designs, methods

and statistics to the study of nursing phenomena.

3) Conceptualize practice phenomena from the perspective of

nursing frameworks and theory.

4) Design, conduct and communicate research relevant to

nursing practice.

5) Facilitate the incorporation of new knowledge into

nursing practice.

6) Initiate, facilitate and participate in collaborative

endeavors related to the theoretical, conceptual and

practical aspects of health care with clients, nurses and

scholars from related disciplines.

Multiple processes are in place for measuring the achievement

of these outco~e~, both during and following the student's tenure

in the program. Progress toward achieving expected outcomes is

assessed while the student is in the program via 1) course

requirements and examinations (assessment by course faculty), 2)



preliminary (assessment by Preliminary Examination Subcommittee of

the doctoral faculty) and comprehensive examinations (assessment by

student°~ Comprehensive Examination Committee), 3) performance in

assistantship positions (assessment by faculty member to whom

student is assigned), 4) collection, annually, of evidence of

student scholarship (publications, presentations, grants, etc.) and

5) performance in carrying out and communicating the dissertation

research project (assessment by student's research advisor and

dissertation committee).

Following graduation, learning outcomes for doctoral graduates

as a whole are assessed via activities included in the School's

Master Plan for Evaluation. These include: i) alumni surveys, in

which graduates indicate their present position, provide evidence

of their scholarly productivity, and evaluate specific aspects of

the program; 2) periodic surveys of employers of graduates to

determine their level of satisfaction with perfor~aance; 3 ) special

surveys sent to graduates to evaluate specific aspects of the

program when detailed information is required; and 4) informal

communication with individual graduates by faculty and

administrators. Results of these evaluation activities are

reported back to the appropriate audience (doctoral teaching

faculty, doctoral program subcommittee, program director, etc.),

and are used as data for curricular and policy deci~i~n~e Special

activities, such as reunions of doctoral program graduates held in

the 10th anniversary year of the program and planned for next Fall,

also provide an excellent means to assess graduates' accomplishment
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of learning objectives. Evidence abounds from these sources that

graduates of the PhD program are achieving the desired learning

outcomes at very high levels. For example, as shown in Table 9,

graduates have achieved very responsible leadership positions in

the profession and are actively contributing to nursing knowledge.

Results of a recent survey of graduates revealed that they are

actively involved in research and are producing an abundance of

publications, presentations and externally funded research

projects. Listings and examples of graduates' scholarship are

available in the Document Room.

4. ~onsistencY Mith Institutional Missioa.

indicate the relationship of the departments programs
to the mission and planning priorities of the
institution.

Thy SC~ool of Nt~rcing~c ~~S~2~„ w~3 ~~~~~~y~~ yval~ aid

consistent with those of UMAB, as reflected in the consistency

between the mission statements of the School and the UMAB campus

(see pages 1-3 of NLN Self Study). According to the UMAB mission

statement, the institution aspires to advance health care

knowledge, promote interdisciplinary partnerships, assist in the

integration of new knowledge, and play a significant role in

shaping health care in the state and region. With external

research funding in excess of $100 million, it is evident that the

campus places high priority on research.

The PhD program in nursing, with its strong research

orientation, emphasis on excellence in instruction and preparation

of graduates for leadership in the profession and in health care,
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is consistent with the institutional mission. It is an integral

part of the Graduate School which is instrumental in promoting the

research ~i~sion of the campus. The purpose and learning

objectives of the doctoral nursing program reflect all of the foci

of the UMAB mission, as do the two major areas of study which

prepare nurses to conduct research about significant clinical

problems, as well as about problems related to nursing and health

services delivery and health policy. Doctoral students aspire to

teaching careers and also are actively involved in some of the most

innovative aspects of the School's community outreach activities,

such as Open Gates, a nurse-managed clinic operated by the School

of Nursing, which provides fertile ground for nursing research

projects.

s. comparison to other Programs.

If appropriate, compare the department's programs with
programs at other institutions for possible unreasonableduplication.

Note: IIM System's "auidelines and Procedures for RevieM
of Suistinq Academic Programs'~ (3/13/92) explains
"unreasonable duplication," as follows: (1) "2t
a program is near to, and competitive With,
programs of the same or similar titles With same
or similar objectives for comparable students and
faculty at other public institutions of higher
education, then it should be reviewed for possi-
ble duplication, particularly if related factors
listed below are preseat: (a) no evidence that
the program collaborates Nith competitive, possi-
blp duplicative programs; (b) declining or
insufficient student demand; tc) declin3nq os
insufficient demand for it9 graduates."

The PhD program in nursing at UMAB is the only publicly

supported doctoral nursing program in the state. It was the only

doctoral nursing program in Maryland until Fall, 1993, when a PhD
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program in nursing was begun at the Johns Hopkins University (JHU).

The JHU program is small, with a current enrollment of 5 students.

Although the two programs are similar (and similar to most other

doctoral nursing programs in the country) in containing a core of

content about nursing theory and research methods appropriate for

nursing research, the specialty areas emphasized by the two

programs differ, representing the faculty research programs at the

two institutions. For example, gerontological nursing and nursing

informatics are specialty areas in the UMAB program, but not at

JHU; conversely, rehabilitation and infection control are specialty

areas in the JHU program, but have not been identified as areas of

specialty emphasis in the program at UMAB.

Some collaborative activities are evident. For example, the

two schools co-sponsor an annual research methodology conference

that attracts a national audience and is appropriate for doctoral-

level attendees. Several of the UMAB doctoral nursing program

graduates are currently employed as faculty members in the JHU

School of Nursing; and another is completing a post-doctoral

fellowship there. It is anticipated that as the JHU doctoral

program in nursing matures, UMAB School of Nursing faculty will be

invited to serve on dissertation committees, as they are doing in

doctoral programs (nursing and other disciplines) in other JHU

departments and other institutions in the region. The programs

have potential to enhance one another in order to better serve the

state in alleviating its shortage of doctorally prepared nurses.

Given the continuing high demand for the UMAB program by applicants
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and for its graduates, the national reputation of the doctoral

nursing program, and the above-noted differences in specialty

emphasis; the existence of another doctoral program does not appear

to be a problem with respect to student recruitment but the

potential for competition can not be ignored in that Johns Hopkins

University has already recruited UMAB senior research productive

faculty. Competition for well qualified faculty will undoubtedly

continue to exist.

The next closest PhD programs in nursing geographically are

those located at the University of Pennsylvania and George Mason

University. The Catholic University of America School of Nursing

in Washington, D.C. offers the clinical doctorate (Doctor of

Nursing Science). In 15 years, competition with these out-of-state

programs for students or faculty ~~~ mot hppn a r~~~io~, it ~~lt

because the programs tend to be complementary, and none duplicates

that at UMAB. Several faculty from the UMAB School of Nursing

serve on dissertation committees at these institutions, and the

reverse is also true.

The doctoral program in nursing at UMAB compares favorably not

only with those located nearby, but also with programs nationally.

Based on national surveys of doctoral programs in nursing (Lenz,

1990, 1994)'2, it can be said that. the program at UMAB contains

Lenz, E,Rm (1990). Doctoral nursing education: Present
views, future trends. In N. Chaska, Ed., :the Nursing Profession:Turning Points. St. Louis: Mosby, pp. 114-120.

2Lenz, E.R. (1994). Doctoral education in nursing: Issuesand Trends. In O.L. Strickland and D. Fisman, Eds., Nursing Issuesin the 1990's. Albany: Delmar Publications, pp. 440-458.
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many of the curricular elements that characterize PhD programs in

nursing and that the credit requirement for the program is at the

national average (60 credits post-masters degree). The UMAB

program's faculty resource base is one of the nation's largest.

The program has a strong, positive national reputation, based on

the accomplishments of its faculty and graduates, its ability to

attract well qualified applicants, and the strong national ranking

of the School, as reported most recently in U.S. News and World

e rt, March, 1993 issue.;

6. State of the Discipline.

Provide a disciplinary contest for the department's self-a$sessment, describing such matters as major shifts of
emphasis or new areas o~ research and study Nithin the
discipline(s). Assess the currency of the department
courae(s~ of study and ourricular materials Nith regard
to the best ~~a~ti~es i~ t~s t;e?~: 1~MV~MiO ~~~ac~~~us
and developments should be described.

The doctorate is now firmly established as the terminal

degree in nursing, with over 65 institutions currently offering

doctoral nursing programs. An overwhelming majority of programs

offer the academic doctorate. Although the existing programs

differ somewhat in emphasis, virtually all require a core of

courses addressing existing nursing theory, theory development,

qualitative and quantitative research methods and statistics. Most

PhD programs require students to complete a research experience

additional to the dissertation, e.g., a research a~~i~t~ntship,

research residency or work with faculty members who have research

;America's Best Graduate Schools. (1993). U.S. News & WorldReport, March 22, 1993, p. 79.
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programs underway. In addition, students are expected to develop

depth of knowledge in a specialty area, and in many programs,

students also have a cognates minor in a related discipline.

The curriculum of the PhD program at the University of

Maryland School of Nursing is consistent with the modal pattern in

the discipline, in that it contains a 31-credit core of required

courses that address all of the content areas deemed essential in

doctoral programs, as defined in the American Association of

Colleges of Nursing's Indicators of Quality in Doctoral Nursing

Programs.

The content in this core of courses has been evaluated on a

regular basis for its currency and relevance by students, faculty

and alumni. For example, content areas and credit distributions in

the ~cscd~-~n m~~nbds courses were thoroughly assessed three years

ago in several ways including: 1) a mailed survey that requested

alumni, faculty and current students to rate them for relevance and

sufficiency and requested suggestions and comments, 2) an analysis

of all of the studies published during the previous three years in

10 nursing journals to determine the types of research designs and

statistics being used to determine whether all were being included

in the courses, 3) cohort interviews of students enrolled in the

program by a program evaluator from the Office of Planning and

Accountability to elicit opinions and suggestions, and 4) thorough

discussion at an annual retreat of doctoral faculty (with student

representatives included).

As a result of the review, no major changes were made in
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required courses; however, several elective courses were developed

in both qualitative and quantitative methods to allow students to

pursue selected research methods in greater depth: e.g., NURS 777

Ethnographic Field Techniques in Health Care Settings, NUBS 789

Fundamental Tools of Qualitative Inquiry, NURS 794 Use of Critical

Theory in Qualitative Research, and NUBS 808 Path Analysis and

Structural Equation Modeling in Nursing Research. These courses

have been well received by students. Based on student input and

the increasing frequency with which the technique is being used in

nursing, a course in meta-analysis will be offered for the first

time in the summer of 1994. Currently under consideration is

providing students with options in the core research methodology

requirements.

Students develop knowledge in a specialty area by taking at

least 17 credits of specialty and elective courses chosen from

nursing and other disciplines. In lieu of requiring that students

take several courses in one other discipline (the cognate

approach), students in this program are expected to select courses

that are most relevant to developing their specialty and supporting

the dissertation research. In most instances the courses chosen

are from more than one department of the University System;

however, in some instances students take several courses in one

related field. For example, students with a specialty empha~i~ in

nursing health policy take several of their specialty courses in

the UMBC Policy Sciences Program, students with an emphasis in

gerontology take courses in the UMCP Center on Aging, or students
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with a specialty emphasis in nursing informatics take several of

their specialty courses in the Department of Information Systems,

t7NiBC or in the Department of Infox~ati~n Management, University of

Baltimore.

Students are required to spend at least one semester involved

in a research experience additional to the dissertation. The

requirement can be met through serving as a research assistant or

working along with a faculty member on his or her ongoing research

project via an independent study experience (NUBS 818) (see PhD

Handbook for more complete description).

A universal characteristic of doctoral programs in nursing is

that they vary considerably in the specificity with which they

define specialty areas or majors, and in the nwaber of specialties

offered, W~]PT'P c3gfirlarl~ 1th° a~aµl ~~ g~G^,j~~i~ic8 viiC~CU Ay d

given school tends to be influenced by the type of degree offered

(whether clinical or academic doctorate), the philosophy of the

University and school, whether -the doctoral program is

departmentalized, and the research foci of the faculty. Specialty

areas within doctoral nursing programs may, but do not necessarily,

parallel the specialties offered at the masters level; the former

are generally more inclusive than the latter, cross-cutting

traditional nursing sub-specialties. Several approaches to

defining doctoral specialties have been advocated, but to date,

none has been used with any appreciable consistency.

At the University of Maryland School of Nursing the approach

has been to define the two program majors very broadly (direct
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nursing and indirect nursing), then to identify within each of the

majors several emphasis areas, which represent the areas of

greatest faculty strength, i.e., those substantive areas in which

students can expect to find the most resources available to support

their study and research and to receive the strongest mentorship

(see information about support for current emphasis areas in the

Docwnent Room) .

Over the years that the program has been in existence, the

majors have remained the same, as have several of the emphasis

areas within each of the majors. However, some emphasis areas have

been added and deleted to reflect changes in 1) trends and needs in

the discipline and in the health care delivery system; as well as;

2) priorities and resources within the UMGSB; 3) faculty expertise

and ongoing research projects; 4) student interest and demand; and

5) the research areas prioritized in the Schools Strategic Plan.

For example, within the Direct Nursing (clinical nursing research)

major, an emphasis area in nursing ethics was added when ethical

issues were identified in nursing literature and by major

professional organizations as being increasingly salient aspects of

practice, and when faculty with this expertise were recruited.

Ethics has been a magnet specialty, attracting many students to the

PhD program. The importance and desirability of adding emphasis

areas in addictions arad cancology were underscored not only by

current patterns in faculty research and the Strategic Plan, but

also by the needs of the client population in Baltimore City, and

in Maryland, the Southern Region and the nation. Baltimore has one
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of the highest rates of drug use in the nation, and the State of

Maryland ranks second highest nationally in cancer rate. Emphasis

areas in physiological nursing and stress and coping were

eliminated because of changes in the emphasis in the discipline,

changing faculty and student interests and -- in the case of

physiological nursing -- a lack of bench research space.

Regarding emphasis areas in Indirect Nursing (research

regarding nursing systems and environments that support the

provision of direct. care), a trend-setting response to the

increasing importance of information and information technology in

nursing resulted in the development of an emphasis area in Nursing

Informatics. The first such doctoral-level specialty offering in

the country, this emphasis area was supported by an Advanced

Nursing Education Grant from the Division of Nursing for its

development and the first two years of operation. The emphasis

area in Nursing Health Policy, initiated in the early 1980s, is

another example of how the School of Nursing anticipated what since

has become a major trend in the profession, a focus on health

services and health policy research.

Emphasis areas are reviewed regularly to assure their

consistency with current faculty strengths and disciplinary trends.

Criteria for an emphasis area are that it must have adequate

faculty resources (sufficient numbers of faculty with expertise in

the area, involvement in research, teaching and practice; faculty

publications, grants and contracts); other non-faculty resources,

including courses and faculty support from other departments in the
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University of Maryland System (UMS), physical facilities (where

appropriate) and access to the subjects, laboratory space and

equipment, hardware, library and data base resources, technical and

support services needed to conduct dissertation research; and

adequate numbers of students and sources of student financial

support. A review completed during the current academic year

resulted in the following, highly salient emphasis areas being

identified. Some emphasis areas have been continued throughout the

life of the program, while others were added recently.

Direct Nursing: Addictions, Gerontology, Maternal-Child

Health, Family Health and Development, Nursing Ethics*, Oncology,

Critical Care, and Health Promotion/Illness Prevention.

Indirect Nursing: Nursing Informatics*, Nursing Health Policy,

Nursing Services Delivery, and Research Methodology/Evaluation*.

7. List of courses.

Please use Table 1, "Course Presentations," to list
the courses presented by your department during the
last three academic years.

The curricular model for the PhD program can be found on

pages 58-60 of the School of Nursing Catalog. Its major components

are 1) core courses in nursing theory, including required courses

in direct and indirect nursing (14 cr.), 2) core courses in

research methodology (17 cr.), 3) Specialty/elective courses (17

cr.), and 4) dissertation research (12 ~re)a ~n addition, student

(Note * designates emphasis areas in which research applications
can be in either Direct or Indirect Nursing; placement of the
emphasis area reflects the focus of a majority of current faculty
.and student research.)



must successfully complete preliminary (after one year of full-time

study) , comprehensive (after completion of courses) , and final oral

(dissertation defense) examinations. The curriculum can be

completed in 3 years of full-time study. On the average, full-time

students complete the program in 4 years.

Table 1 lists the doctoral program course offerings over a

three-year period. The core of the curriculum includes 13 courses

that are offered once annually: NUBS 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806,

811, 812, 813, 8T4, 815, 816, and 818. It is apparent that there

is considerable variation in class size. Increased enrollments in

several of the required courses during the last three years

resulted, in part, from the growing popularity of School of Nursing

research methodology courses among students from other Schools on

t~~ i7~~ ca~~~~~. D~~~~hl~ ~rt~~~~s ~~ ivai~ag~ rewired course

enrollments include offering additional sections (this has already

been done with one of the courses, NURS 815), limiting enrollment

of students from other schools, and/or limiting matriculation to

Fall semester. Over the past three years there has also been a

decrease in the number of courses that are team taught. Courses

that continue to be team taught are those that cover a range of

clinical content that is too diverse for one faculty member to

cover (NUBS 801 and 802) and a research design course in which the

clinical research expertise and experiences of a nurse researcher

were deemed to be an essential complement to the highly

sophisticated methodological expertise of the non-nurse faculty

member.
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In addition to the required core courses, Table 1 includes 16

specialty and elective courses that were developed exclusively for

doctoral students (courses in the 800 series) or courses that are

offered to both masters and doctoral students (courses in the 700

series) but comprise important support for the doctoral emphasis

areas. The courses include several methodology courses that allow

students to pursue advanced study in qualitative and/or

quantitative methods, as well as substantive courses in some of the

emphasis areas. A minimum enrollment is generally required for a

course to be offered, but some of these specialty support courses

have been offered for fewer students, in order to allow timely

progression in the chosen specialty. Courses with smaller

enrollments are being assessed to determine whether they are

meeting the specialty needs of students or are being offered too

frequently. Trying to anticipate student enrollment in specialty

and elective courses has been a challenge, since programs of study

are individualized.

Students are required to take at least 3 credits of course

work in another department of the UMS and some students support

their specialty almost exclusively with courses taken in other

departments. The UMS offers a large and diverse array of graduate

courses from which students can choose. For some emphasis areas,

potential course selecti~n~ fr~~ related disciplines haves been

identified; for others, students and their advisors tailor choices

to the specific needs of the students. Every effort is made to

secure course schedules each semester from all of the UMS campuses;
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however, the information often is not available to students in time

for pre-registration because of differing schedules, and accessing

information about which courses will be offered is soffietimes

difficult. This problem may be addressed through the adoption of

a common UMS calendar, which is to be implemented Fall, 1995.

Although some programs do not welcome students from "the outside";

on the whole, students from the PhD program in nursing are

permitted to enroll in other departments and have performed

admirably.

8. Courses not taught.

Please list the courses in the department which have not
been taught for two consecutive pears on Table 1A.

Table lA lists three courses that were developed

exclusively for doctoral students earlier in the history of the

program, but have not been offered during the past two years either

because of faculty availability, insufficient student interest, or

changes in the program's emphasis areas. Two of the courses (NUBS

881 and NUBS 891) are being considered to be taught again in 1994-

95 because of increasing student interest. The other course (NUBS

882) will be eliminated because the emphasis area that it supported

(stress and coping) has been deleted as one of the program emphasis

areas.

9. ~,pe~ia].isations Within Program.

Pl~aa• coffiplete Table 2, 'specialisation within
Programcs~."

The specializations within the PhD program in nursing

(majors and sub-specialty emphasis areas) are described above, and
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the majors are listed in Table 2. It should be noted that students

are required to select a major of either Direct Nursing or Indirect

Nursing, but are not required to choose a specific emphasis area.

The emphasis areas were identified in order to communicate the

substantive topics in which faculty have the most active research

i.e., to communicate the substantive strengths of the program; and

are, in fact, the areas in which most students specialize.

However, it is possible for a student to design an individualized

specialty in another area of nursing science, provided adequate

faculty support is available. The approach of identifying emphasis

areas, but not requiring students to select one, reflects a

philosophical position that is midway between allowing complete

flexibility for the student to pursue any area of interest to him

or her and admitting only those students whose research interests

are a "perfect fit" with the research foci of current faculty.

Applicants to the program are assessed carefully to determine the

fit of their research interests with the strengths of the program,

and students who clearly cannot be accommodated are counseled to

apply elsewhere. Where necessary, steps have been taken to

supplement the current pool of faculty available to students with

experts from other departments of the University of Maryland System

or nurse researchers from other institutions. Dr. Ruth McCorkle

from the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Ads due Hinshaw anal Dr.

Kathleen McCormick from the National Institute for Nursing Research

(NINR), Dr. Mary Elizabeth O'Brien and Sr. Mary Jane Flaherty from

The Catholic University of America and Dr. Virginia Saba from
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Georgetown University are examples of nurse researchers who have

served as members of dissertation committees.

Please use Table 3, "Substantive Program Modifications~~
to describe any substantive changes made in program
structure, requirements, or curriculum since the last
review. Comment briefly on the reasons for these changesand discuss innovations in program desiga or curriculum.
What vas the date of the last major revision of the
curriculum?

The PhD program has, since its inception, undergone

continuous and multifaceted internal evaluation guided by the

School's Master Plan for Evaluation. Included have been surveys of

students, faculty, alumni and employers; interviews with current

students; review and input by nationally known expert consultants,

including Dr. Linda Amos of the University of Utah and Dr. Ada Sue

iiin~n~~v oz 1V1N~Z who served as consultants to the program between

1978 and 1984. An important component of the internal evaluation

of the PhD program has been annual retreats at which evaluation

data regarding all aspects of the program are reviewed by program

faculty and policymaking committees and changes made if warranted.

An external review of the PhD program was conducted in Spring, 1984

as part of the overall plan for program evaluation. As a result of

these evaluation activities, a limited number of substantive

modifications have been made in the curriculum. These are listed

in Table A 20, and will be described briefly below.

a) The most significant change was adding to the

original post-masters curriculum an option for students

to be admitted to the PhD program post-baccalaureate.
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The eventual addition of this option was anticipated at

the time the program was developed. It became clear

as the discipline evolved that a growing number of

baccalaureate graduates were viewing the doctorate as

their goal and wanted to move toward it as expeditiously

as possible. The post-baccalaureate entry option was

approved by the School of Nursing faculty and the

Graduate School and the first student matriculated in

Fall, 1988. Since that time, despite stringent admission

requirements, the number of students choosing the option

has grown rapidly, and the current enrollment is 12.

The model for the post-baccalaureate entry option

includes 84-87 credits, with the total depending on the

masters-level specialty chosen (see p. 175 of the Self

Study for the curricular components of the program and p.

61 of the School of Nursing Catalog for a plan of study

for full-time students). The approach for curriculum

development was to streamline requirements by eliminating

any duplication between masters and doctoral core

courses, while retaining the specialty components at both

masters and doctoral levels. For example, the masters

l~ve~ ~~r~ing ±heer~ ccur~~ ~2d;~:~ ~0~~ ar~~ ~~G sec~~~

mastery research methods course (NIJR~ 762) are replaced

by doctoral courses (NUBS 805, NUBS 813 and NUBS 815).

The streamlined post-baccalaureate entry option requires

18-21 fewer credits (and at least one year less time)
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b)

c)

than completing the two degree programs sequentially.

Students choosing this option are eligible to earn the

masters degree after completing the masters core and

specialty courses, the 6 credits involved in the

thesis/non•-thesis option and writing a masters

comprehensive examination. To date, a total of 4 students

have earned the masters degree (all have chosen the non-

thesis option), and one has been admitted to candidacy

for the doctoral degree. Two others will take doctoral

comprehensive examinations in Summer 1994.

A recent second modification was the development of a

joint PhD-MBA program in conjunction with the Robert G.

Merrick School of Business at the University of

Baltimore. The 85-credit curriculum combines elements of

the PhD and MBA programs and can be completed in

approximately 4-5 years of full-time study. To date,

three students have chosen to pursue the joint program.

Modifications related to the changes in emphasis areas

identified within the direct and indirect majors were

described above. These changes, guided by the School s

Strategic Plan, were prompted by changes in faculty

research programs, in student interest and deman~r ~n~ ;n

the disciglinee The original set of emphasis areas was

identified in 1982, so it is understandable that changes

would be needed. The process of reviewing and revising

the list of emphasis areas has been repeated
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approximately every two to three years, and is viewed as

an ongoing responsibility of the Doctoral Program

Subcommittee of the Curriculum Committee. The most

recent review took place in Fall 1993 and Spring 1994.

d) Based on an ongoing evaluation process that has included

surveys of students, faculty and alumni, as well as

cohort interviews with first-year and more advanced

students, the committees charged with curriculwn and

policy (formerly the Doctoral Program Committee;

currently the Curriculum and Student Affairs Committees)

have implemented relatively minor changes in the

allocation of content and credit across courses and in

the sequencing of courses. The last substantial revision

of the curriculum occurred in 1989, at which time the

amount of qualitative methodology content was increased,

and a new course was developed to address sampling and

survey research methods (NUBS 814).

11. Programmatic Changes.

What programmatic changes (course offerings, program
requirements, etc.) are contemplated during the next
five years?

Ongoing evaluation of the doctoral program is carried out

by the Doctoral Program Sub-Committee of the Curriculum committee,

with assistance groan and in conjunction with the Office of Planning

and Accountability. At present no programmatic changes have been

finalized; however, the following areas of potential change are

under consideration:
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a) Currently, all but one of the required courses in

research methodology address quantitative methods. Given

the growing interest within the discipline and among

students in qualitative methods, the Sub-committee is

considering the possibility of providing students some

options within the research methods requirements.

Included in the array of courses would be several

addressing qualitative methods, as well as several

addressing quantitative methods. Students would be

e~cpected to have a basic level of competency with both

types of research, and to have advanced competency in one

or the other.

b) The content of the theory component of the curriculum is

". ~1Li E11 {a~.l ~% i~~.ing` e~ialua~ed by a task force of the doctoral

faculty, with input from current and former students and

faculty (via a survey and involvement of representatives

in the discussions). The purpose of the review is to

determine its consistency with current trends in the

discipline.

c) It is anticipated that additional specialty courses will

be developed to support the most recently identified

emphasis areas. For example, an application has been

submitted to the Division of Nursing for an Advanced

Nursing Education grant to support development of the

doctoral-level emphasis area in addictions. As noted

above, it is anticipated that one of the existing courses
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that has not been offered in several years (NUBS 882)

will be reactivated next year to support the newly

identified emphasis areas in oncology and critical care

nursing.

d) Although no changes are anticipated at this time, the

program's qualifying examinations (preliminary and

comprehensive examinations) will be reviewed this year by

the Doctoral Program Sub-Committee to determine whether

any changes in procedure or format are warranted. The

policies and procedures regarding these examinations are

detailed in the School of Nursing's PhD Handbook.

12. Relationship Between Graduate and IIndergraduate
Curricula.

What is the ~~~~ti9n~~iin e~ tie gr~~2~~~!t9 ^~.~~~ ~~._+'.:~ ~~
relevant (e.q., undergraduate/professional degree)
instructional offerings?

The relationships between baccalaureate and masters

curricula are described in the NLN Self Study Report, pages 167-

174. To summarize, whereas the baccalaureate curriculum is

designed to prepare beginning practitioners of nursing who have

generalized knowledge about nursing as a discipline, the masters

curriculum is designed to prepare students in specialized areas of

advanced nursing practice. To do so, it extends the knowledge base

about the discipline of nursing and that derived from the

humanities and the physical, biological, and behavioral sciences

which is acquired at the baccalaureate level.

The doctoral program, in turn, is designed to produce scholars

with advanced skills in research and theory development, and a
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sophisticated depth of understanding about and ability to generate

knowledge in a specialized area of nursing knowledge. The

doctoral program builds on_and extender information acquired at

lower curricular levels, yet is characterized by a focus on

advancing the discipline. For example, at lower levels students

examine existing nursing theories in terms of their relationships

to practice, whereas at the doctoral level, the examination is

extended to consider their potential contributions to knowledge

development, and how they are generated and tested through

research.

At the doctoral level students go beyond learning to critique

existing knowledge and apply it in practice situations, to being

able to design and conduct research studies that add to it in

significant ways. The latter is considered to require more

advanced knowledge of existing theory, theory development, research

methodology, more depth of substantive knowledge about the

specialty, and greater breadth of relevant knowledge from related

disciplines. The most advanced courses are designed solely for

doctoral students. All required doctoral courses and several of

the specialty courses are restricted to doctoral students; however,

many courses that have been developed to support the emphasis areas

are also appropriate for masters students in the final semester of

their programs.

At the time the PhD program was developed, the faculty

critically examined the content addressed at the masters level to

determine that the doctoral level represented an extension, rather
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than a duplication. Similar scrutiny has taken place on several

occasions, such as at the time the post-baccalaureate entry option

was developed and with the development of doctoral emphasis areas

that extend speciali~ies offered in the masters program (e.g.,

~, nursing informatics, health policy, addictions nursing).

Mechanisms have been put into place to assure that students have

mastered the essential prerequisite underpinnings for doctoral

courses: e.g., designating prerequisite courses, pre-testing

students' knowledge of beginning statistics before they are

permitted to take the doctoral-level courses that asswne such

mastery.

13. Graduate Student TeacbinQ.

a. lthat is the level and nature of participation of
graduate stud~~~~ ~n ~n~~sQs~~ust~lsrnfo~~;~~al
instructional activity?

b. Discuss opportunities for graduate students to
develop teaching skills.

In response to many requests by doctoral students for

opportunities to gain teaching experience, it was made possible for

doctoral students to be employed as Teaching Assistants (TAs) to

assist faculty teaching undergraduate clinical and research

courses, or to help staff learning laboratories (e.g., skills

laboratories and computer laboratories). During the current year,

five students are employed as TAs. Doctaral students are invited

periodically to lecture in baccalaureate and masters courses. In

addition to serving as teaching assistants, doctoral students who

envision academic careers often take courses related to curriculum
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development (NUBS 680), instructional strategies (NUBS 685) and

learning theories (EDUC 601) as electives. They are also eligible

to take the teaching practicum course (NUBS 6~2).

14. Research OQportunities for Graduate Students.

Discuss opportunities for students to develop researchskills through supervised courses or laboratory work orresearch assistantships.

The doctoral curriculum, as noted above, requires that

students take a total of six supervised courses in research

methodology (including measurement) and statistics: NUBS 811, 812,

813, 814, 815, 816. Additionally, students are required to have a

hands-on experience working with a faculty member on an ongoing

research project. This requirement can be met via working as a

Research Assistant or taking at least 1 credit of NUBS 818 (Special

rr~~i~ms in ivursing research). Many students who begin working

with a faculty member under the rubric of NUBS 818 opt to extend

their research experience into additional semesters, and the

credits so earned can be used toward the specialty/elective course

component of the curriculum.

B. STIIDENT/ENROLLMENT PROFILE

1. Graduate $nrollment.

Please supply the information requested in Table ~1,"araduate Student Enrollment Data," for the last fiveyears.

a. $$plain the enrollment trends in ~A~ gr~duateprogram(s) and concentrations.

b. Describe the criteria used by the department in
the admission of graduate students.

c. Describe the department s graduate student recruit-ment efforts and selection procedures. Are there limits
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to the number of graduate students accepted?

d. Describe the criteria used in the review and reten-
tion of graduate students in the d~partment~s programs.

e. What criteria are used in appointing teaching andresearch assistants?

f. Provide a profile of the graduate student body
(educational baakground/experience and related
indicators of quality and performance).

Enrollment data for the doctoral program are shown in

Table 4. After remaining steady at approximately 60 students for

a number of years, the doctoral program enrollment has increased

steadily during the past five years to the current level of 104.

The increase -- which reflects very positively on the quality of

the program at a time when many other programs have been confronted

with declining applications -- is attributable to the addition of

innovative and unique emphasis areas (such as nursing informatics),

increases in the numbers of very well qualified applicants, a high

rate of matriculation among those accepted, and continued high

market demand for program graduates. In line with enrollment

projections, the enrollment will be maintained at approximately the

current level.

Applicants to the PhD program are evaluated in terms of their

academic potential (taking into account their undergraduate and

masters GPAs and GRE scores), critical thinking ability,

co~ununication skill, commitment to a carer of scholarship and

research, and commitment to contributing to the discipline of

nursing and to doctoral study. Indicators for each of these

qualities have been identified and are taken into account when the
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applicant is interviewed and rated by at least two faculty members.

(Materials detailing the procedure and indicators are on file in

the document room in the School of Nursing.) In evaluating

applicants, the Graduate School-mandated minimum cumulative GPA of

3.0 is used; however, there are no firm cutoff points for GRE

scores. Instead, based on studies of predictors of student success

in the program, the three components of the GRE are weighted

differentially in computing the Academic Potential Score. The

trend over the course of the program is that the GREs and GPAs of

applicants and those selected has generally increased. For

example, the mean GPA of Fall, 1993 entering PhD students was 3.60,

an increase over 3.49 for 1992 entry and 3.39 for 1991; mean GRE

scores were 515 verbal (versus 531 in Fall, 1992 and 591 in 1991 --

a pattern that reflects the larger number of entering students for

whom English is not the primary language), 566 quantitative (vs.

568 for 1992 and 545 for 1991), and 570 analytical (vs. 559 for

1992 and 517 for 1991).

The progress of each doctoral student is reviewed at the end

of each semester by the academic advisor, and problems are

communicated to the Director of the Doctoral Program. Student

performance is also reviewed by the Office of Admissions and

Enrollment Management to identify any students who might be in

academic jeopardy or whose statute in the program has changed.

The mean GPA of currently enrolled students is 3.75.

Criteria used in reviewing student progress are those set

forth in the Graduate School Catalog, and in the PhD Handbook on



pages 51-52, where conditions for dismissal from the program are

described. Criteria for retention relate to maintainin4

satisfactory GPA, successful completion of preliminary and

comprehensive examinations, admission to candidacy and completion

of degree requirements within the specified time limits and

maintaining continuous registration.

Appointments for teaching and research assistantships are

based on evidence of satisfactory progression in the program (or

evidence of high potential for success in incoming students),

evaluation of past performance in GA positions (if applicable) , and

ability to execute the activities required by the position.

Of the 104 students currently enrolled in the doctoral program

(including the two students on LOA), 96 have earned the masters

degree (including 4 students admitted post-baccalaureate who have

earned their masters degrees subsequently). Virtually all of the

students had considerable_ clinical and/or teaching experience

before entering the program; this is a pattern consistent with

other doctoral nursing programs. Regarding the employment

experience of current students when they entered the program, 9

are, or were just prior to matriculation, active duty military

personnel; 51 were employed in clinical staff or clinical

specialist positions; 12 were employed as administrators in

clinical settings; 5 were employed in research positions; and 27

held faculty or academic administrator positions. The current

pattern reflects a smaller percentage of students entering the

program from faculty positions than was the case earlier in the
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program's history, when a large majority of students were faculty

returning to academia for additional preparation.

2. Graduate Student Profile.

Please review and correct the information in Table 6,
"Five-Year Graduate Student Profile," providing a
p=otile of your graduate students by status, race,
ses, residency, and age. Comment on any unusual oreutraordina=y patterns in these data and indicate any
significant change over the last five years.

Table 6 reflects student enrollments by full- and part-

time status, residency, race and sex for academic years 1988

through 1992. It must be noted that the determination of full- and

part-time status for this table was made employing the formula used

throughout the State of Maryland for budget purposes (# credit

hours for all enrolled doctoral students during a given year/20

cr.). This formula differs fray tie ~r~~t?ate ~ch~~l~~ r~~thc~ ~f

determining the full- or part-time status of individual students.

The Graduate School method is used to determine eligibility for

financial aid, GA positions, student visas, designation as

dependents for insurance, and other benefits for which full-time

enrollment is required. The Graduate School method, is based on a

unit system with course and dissertation credits differentially

weighted (see p. 22 of the Graduate School Catalog). The budget-

oriented method used in Table 6 anger-represents the number of

doctoral students who are actually pursuing full-time study,

particularly those who are in the dissertation phase of the

program. For example, according to the Graduate School s method of

determining full-time status, a student taking 3 credits of

dissertation research is considered full-time; whereas, it would
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take four such students to equal the one full-time student using

the State budget method as in Table 6. According to this method,

29$ of the doctoral ~~udents were enrolled full-time in 1993.

Students, in fact, rarely enroll for more than 3 or 4

dissertation credits per semester, and the standard number of

course (non-dissertation) credits that a full-time student takes in

a given semester is 9. Using the Graduate School method, the

current enrollment is 47 (45~) full-time and 55 (53$) part-time

students and 2 students (2~) on leave of absence. One of the

students "on leave" is actually taking courses on another campus;

the other is on maternity leave.

Currently, there are 3 men enrolled in the program. There are

12 foreign students from Taiwan, the Peoples Republic of China,

Le~a~9~2; •_73~3?Z~ 3I?ri C'anarj3~ ~S ~°~? ~~ ~ ?.`.T2'~i@~.'+.w~ ~a~'.`aIu2I`i~~ wjiv ~lav~

Resident Alien status. The current number represents a

considerable upswing in the percentage of international students

enrolled from 4.7$ in 1992 to 11.5 in 1994. International

students who have graduated from the program have returned to their

native countries, and actively recruit new students for the

program. The countries from which program graduates have been

recruited include Canada, Lebanon, Taiwan, Jordan, Malawi,

Swaziland, and Korea.

The racial diversity of the doctoral student body is below

target levels; however, in addition to the increase in Asian

students noted above under the discussion of international

students, the number of African American students has gradually
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been increasing. At present there are 7 African-American students

enrolled (7~), an increase of 1 over last year. This percentage is

below the target percentage of 12~ for the graduate program as a

whole.

Recruitment of African American doctoral students who are able

to enroll full-time is facilitated by the availability of Special

Graduate Minority Fellowships; at least one of these Fellowships

has been allocated to the School of Nursing each year. In

addition, priority is placed on increasing diversity in making

decisions about how to allocate the School of Nursing's scholarship

funding. Targeted recruitment of African American graduates of the

School's undergraduate program to both levels of graduate programs

has been increased this year through such activities as open

houses, information sessions, and a special luncheon to describe

graduate study at UMAB for members of the Black Student Nurse

Association.

Other strategies that are being undertaken to .increase

enrollment of African American students in the doctoral program

include the following:

1) The School targeted four-year institutions with large

minority populations and is actively recruiting students

for its graduate programs at Coppin State College.

2) The School hay targeted health care institutions with

large minority populations and has actively recruited

students for its graduate programs at D.C. General

Hospital, Harbor Hospital, and Liberty Medical Center.
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3) The School has sent informational brochures to clinical

agencies that employ large numbers of minority nurses.

The materials highlight faculty e~ertise and offer to

provide staff development programs in faculty specialty

areas in exchange for the opportunity to discuss graduate

nursing education at UMAB.

4) The School has exhibited at conferences primarily

attended by minority nurses and students interested in

the health professions including the D.C. Nurses

Association Annual Convention and the National

Association of Medical Minority Educators, Inc. Northeast

Regional Conference.

5) The School has placed recruitment advertisements for its

graduate programs in minority publications including

Mack Issues in Higher Education and the National

Association of Medical Minority Educators, Inc.

conference program.

6) The School continues to work with the Department of

Nursing at the University of Maryland Medical System and

its Minority Recruitment and Retention Committee in

collaborative education and recruitment programs.

Over the course of the doctoral program, the rate of retention

of minority ~t~dents has been excellent. Only one African American

student withdrew from the program, and that was because of academic

difficulties° To date, 5 of the program's 68 graduates (7.3$) have

been African Americans, and an additional African American student
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will graduate in May 1994.

3. Doctoral Degrees Granted.

a. For graduat~ progr~nns only, complete Table 7,
"Majors and Degree Projections." Indicate the numberof students you expect to be enrolled, and the numberof degrees you expect to be granted, in the years
specified.

b. Comment on the average time for completion of
degree(s) ~n pour program(s) (number of credit hours
and estimated length of time for majority of students
to complete the p=ograms). If marked changes in the
number of students graduating from your program(s) are
projected, please euplain.

The number of students earning doctoral degrees has

remained relatively constant over the past 5 years, and is

projected to continue at approximately the same average rate of 9

per year, with some year-to-year fluctuation. By the end of the

current academic year 8 students are expected to graduate, with an

additional 6 students likely to graduate by December, 1994.

Projections for enrollments and number of graduates are

included in Table 7. As noted above, enrollments and graduations

should remain relatively constant. The average time for program

completion has been 5 years overall; in 1992-93 the average time of

completion for students graduating during that year was 4 years

(all entered the program post-masters, and several were enrolled

full-time throughout doctoral study). The average number of total

credit hours for post-masters entry students is 64.

4. Financial Suocort for Graduate Students.

(Information provided on Table 8 is by the Graduate
school.) The information given for the current year and
the past tau years is taken from Graduate School records.
Please correct any discrepancies between your
departmental records and the records of the Graduate
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School. For the newt three years, please indicate the
number of students whom you expect to be able to support
in your graduate programs.

Financial support for doctoral students comes from the

following sources:

a) External funding support for doctoral students is

received from several sources. The most sizable input of

funding is from the Division of Nursing, USPHS, in the

form of Federal Nurse Traineeships. During the current

year the School received $230,600 for support of doctoral

and masters students. Currently 12 doctoral students are

receiving Traineeship support for tuition and fees.

Other funds that can be used to support doctoral

students are provided by research and training grants

(during the current year 2 students received support from

funds awarded to faculty by the American Cancer Society

and National Institute for Drug Abuse). External funding

needs to be increased, and several initiatives are

under way in the School to increase external research

grant funding. For example, during Fall 1993 an

established nurse researcher, Dr. Sally Weinrich, with

several funded grants was employed as a consultant to

assist faculty preparing grants. This effort resulted in

several grant ~ubmi~sions this year, as de~~ri.l~ed in the

NLN Self Study. The Office of Research Methodology

routinely distributes information about possible sources

of funding, provides methodological assistance to faculty
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preparing grant proposals, and provides an efficient

system for routine grant and contract applications

through the University.Faculty are encouraged to include

RA positions in their grant and contract budgets.

b) The Graduate School during the current year is funding 2

RA positions for the School of Nursinq; and 3 positions

will be provided next year. These awards are made to

graduate programs on the UMAB campus based on a

competitive process initiated and administered by the

Graduate School. The current system of awarding RAs to

programs rather than to individual investigators

represents a change from the previous pattern that had

been in place since the mid-1980s. The current process

is that a call for applications is distributed annually

on the UMAB campus. Applicants describe the research

programs available within their departments or graduate

programs in which RAs can be involved, and address the

potential responsibilities of any students who might

receive support. The applications are evaluated by a

committee appointed by the Vice President for Research

and Dean of the Graduate School.

c) The Graduate School annually requests nominations for two

types of awards available to doctoral student: i)

Special Graduate Fellowships for ethnic minority students

which provide stipends of approximately $10,000 plus

tuition remission; and 2) Graduate Merit Awards which
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recognize outstanding students and provide monetary

awards of approximately $1200 plus tuition remission.

The School of Nursing has been most fortunate in

receiving sizable numbers of such awards yearly. During

the current year, one African American student is

receiving a Special Graduate Fellowship, and 9 students

received Graduate Merit Awards.

d) Each of the schools on the UMAB campus receives a portion

of the funds generated by indirect costs from their

externally funded grants. This funding, termed

Designated Research Initiative Funds (DRIF), is used to

facilitate research within the School, by supplying

bibliographic searches, pilot studies, and providing seed

mo~e~ for iacuity research projects. One use of the DRIF

funding is to employ doctoral students as Research

Assistants. During the current year the DRIF allocation

totals $121,870.

e) The Dean of the School of Nursing allocates annually to

the doctoral program $75,000 to fund GA (RA and TA)

positions. Typically this level of funding provides

9.5-month stipends and health insurance coverage for 7

full-time students. Rates for stipends and insurance are

determined by the University of Maryland System.

The assignment of students to these positions and

the assignments of GAs to faculty is done by the Doctoral

Program Director in conjunction with the Associate Deans
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and Department Chairpersons. Annually in late Spring

enrolled students and incoming students are surveyed to

determine their interest in a GA position for the coming

year; simultaneously faculty are surveyed regarding their

needs for a GA (copies of letters and forms are in the

document room in the School of Nursing). The information

is used to make assignments. Students are selected based

on the criteria listed above (item B.l.e.), and criteria

for selecting faculty for receipt of an RA are based on

the premise that the RA experience should be a good

learning experience for the student. Consequently, to be

eligible far an RA, faculty must be doctorally prepared,

must have a research project either underway or in final

planning stages, and must be willing to commit adequate

time to supervising the student.

f) Supplementary GA and RA positions are funded by the

Dean of the School of Nursing and other UMAB sources on

an "as-needed" basis to provide assistance to faculty

teaching undergraduate courses or conducting research.

During the current year, 1 TA position and 1 RA position

have been funded by the School of Nursing, 2 TA positions

have been funded with money supplied to the School by the

campus Division of Information Services.

q) The School of Nursing has a limited amount of scholarship

funding for doctoral students, which is used to

supplement need-based financial aid administered by the
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UMAB Office of Student Financial Aid and for recruitment

purposes to attract highly qualified applicants.

Priorities for allocating scholarship funds are guided by

the School's Strategic Plan. During the current year 8

doctoral students are receiving School of Nursing

Scholarships; they range from $500 to $3000.

h) Additional sources of student funding are those for which

the students compete as individuals. Currently there are

four active-duty military nurses whose full-time doctoral

study is funded by the Department of Defense. Several of

the foreign doctoral students are receiving support from

their governments or from private foundations. Finally,

students compete actively for individual NRSAs.

Currently one student has a National Research Service

Award (NRSA), and two student's NRSA applications are

under review. Within the past year five students applied

for NRSAs, and while their applications have been

approved, they have not yet been funded.

Table 8 summarizes the data for past and current years

regarding student funding, and provides some projections for the

future. Considerable emphasis is currently being placed on

encouraging additional NRSA applications by individual students,

and an application for aaa institutional 2dRS.~ should be completed

during the Summer, 1994. One of the elective doctoral courses

(NUBS 828) is a seminar in which one of the assignments is to

prepare an NRSA application; consideration is being given to
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encouraging students to enroll in this course earlier in their

programs of study, s~ that they can begin the application process

earlier.

5. Graduate Advisement.

Describe the department's procedures for graduate student
advisement. Please also indicate any less formal
opportunities for faculty-student interaction (clubs,
seminars, interest groups). What is the usual number of
q=aduate students advised by any one faculty member?
What is the largest number of graduate students
supervised by any one faculty member? Assess the
effectiveness of your department's advisement procedures.

The system for doctoral student advisement is detailed in

the PhD Program Handbook. It is a two-stage system, whereby a

student is assigned an interim advisor upon entering the program,

then selects a research advisor as soon as the sub-specialty area

(and consequently the topic area for the dissertation) ~a~ been

determined, usually after the end of the first year of full-time

study. Of the 75 faculty who hold associate or regular Graduate

Faculty membership, a total of 36 currently serve as advisors to

doctoral students; of these, 22 serve as research (dissertation)

advisor to one or more students. The average number of doctoral

students receiving research advisement by individual faculty

meiabers is 5. The highest number of students supervised by any one

Research Advisor is 8.

The advisement procedure seems to work well. It is

particularly helpful that the two-stage system allows students

plenty of opportunity to interview potential advisors and select

the one whose expertise and style are highly compatible.

Complaints about lack of access to advisors are few, even for
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students whose advisors are responsible for several students.

Research advisors are chosen by students based on expertise in the

chosen emphasis area. The research advisement load is not evenly

distributed across all qualified faculty, in part because of

student preferences for nationally known faculty with whom they

have come to study. Opportunities abound for informal faculty-

student interaction at brown-bag lunches with the Doctoral Program

Director, seminar presentations, guest lectures and social events

sponsored by the School, its Graduates In Nursing student

organization, as well as the UMGSB, Graduate Student Association

and the UMAB Student Government Organization.

6. Graduate Honor Societies.

Does the department belong to (i.e., bave a chapter ot)
a regional or nat~o~~~ hQ~Qr ~~e;9tj ~~~ st~dau~a iu ~u6discipline?

The School of Nursing has a chapter of Sigma Theta Tau

International, the Honor Society of Nursing. Pi Chapter is the

largest in the country. The Doctoral Program Director is currently

Chapter President, and one of the first-year doctoral students is

First Vice President. Doctoral students are eligible for

membership if they earn a 3.75 GPA after 1 year of doctoral study.

7. t3raduate Departmental AMarcls.

Doss your department sponsor any awards, scholarships, orprises for students?

Each year at Convocation (held on the same day as

graduation) two graduating doctoral students receive awards for

outstanding performance: one for each of the two majors. The

doctoral teaching faculty and doctoral advisors nominate and vote
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to determine the recipients of these awards. On occasion, special

awards are also given to graduating doctoral students by the Dean

or the Doctoral Teaching Faculty to acknowledge special

contributions to the School. In addition in 1993 Pi Chapter, Sigma

Theta Tau initiated a Graduate Research award for the most

outstanding dissertation or thesis. Nominations are received from

the membership of Pi Chapter and are judged competitively by the

Research Committee of Pi Chapter. The Marion I. Murphy Research

Award is given annually to a doctoral student to support

dissertation research. Eligible doctoral candidates submit

proposals that are judged by a committee according to scientific

merit and potential contribution to Nursing Science.

8. Graduate Student Recognition.

a. ~~~aaa :.~~a sip ~i ~6u~ gra~~az~ sz~tden~s ~~o have
received regional or national recognition for work done
as part of their degree programs te.q., thesis awards,
publications).

b. What department, IIniversitp, or other aMards (other
than fellowships and grants) have been won by students in
your program(s) during the last five pears?

Over the course of the program many of the doctoral

students have received special honors and awards in addition to

those listed above (see listing in Document Room). Some examples

of honors and awards that have been bestowed on students include

receipt of fellowships from the American Lung Association, the

Americas Cancer Society, the American Heart Association and the

Nephrology Nurses' Association, and the American Nurses'

Foundation; appointment to important advisory and policy-making

bodies, such as the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, the
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U.S. Congressional Pennsylvania Health Care Forum, and the

Executive Committee of The American Nurses' Association Council on

Nursing Systems and Administration. Eight students and graduates

have been honored by election to the prestigious American Academy

of Nursing. Students in the School of Nursing routinely receive

monetary prizes for their research presentations and posters at the

Graduate Student Research Day sponsored by the UMGSB.

9. graduate Assistantship and FelloMSbip Assignments.

Rhat types of assignments do graduate students receive
for graduate assistantships? Graduate tellopships?

The kinds of assignments students receive for graduate

assistantships (GAs) vary as to whether they are appointed to be

TAs or RAs. In either case a full-time GA is expected to work 20

hours/week, and a half-~~~a~ ~k ? ~? hn~?rs ~g~r ~r~~;~a~e ~c ~~~1

policy). A student must be enrolled in full-time doctoral study in

order to be eligible for a GA position.

Research assistants are assigned to a given faculty member (or

occasionally to a pair of faculty working together) to assist in

the faculty member's research. Specific responsibilities vary

according to the stage of the research, but can include literature

search and review, data collection, data coding and data analysis.

Teaching assistants are assigned to a particular course and are

supervised by the faculty member responsible for the course.

Assignments range from taking responsibility for one section of a

course (e.g., advanced doctoral student teaching one section of an

undergraduate research course with a standardized syllabus and

content outline), to assisting a faculty member with a course
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(grading papers, supervising skills laboratory, giving some

lectures, etc.), to occasionally working for the Office of Student

Affairs in minority recruitment and tutoring. Students on

fellowships are given no work assignments, and are expected to

devote full time to their studies.

10. Demand for Graduates of the Doctoral Program.

a. Has any national survey been made which suppliesinformation on the demand for graduates in the
discipline s) represented in your department? It so,please.specily.

b. Please document the need for graduates from yourprogram(s) for the nest five years. Distinguish betweendegree levels and among specialties within thediscipline(s).

A recent article by Jacox (1993)4 summarizes several

national surveys and documents that reveal despite recent increases

in the numbers of nurses with earned doctorates, "the gap between

supply and need remains large" (p. 44). There is a present and

continuing demand for doctorally prepared nurses to serve as

faculty in baccalaureate and higher degree nursing education

programs, to assume positions as administrators and researchers or

research facilitators in large teaching hospitals, and to staff and

provide leadership in governmental agencies and professional

organizations. The demand is expected to continue for the

foreseeable future. The need for doctoral preparation in all sub-

specialty areas is apparent by the many position announcements and

exploratory phone ca.Lls received in the Doctoral Program Office

~Jacox, A. (1993). Estimates of the supply and demand fordoctorally prepared nurses. Nursinc,~ Outlook, 41(1): 43-45.
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each week requesting program graduates.

11. Placement of Graduates.

Please complete Table 9, "Placements of Graduates."

Table 9 reports the current positions held by the 68

graduates of the doctoral program, and the list is impressive. It

is readily apparent from this table that the graduates of this PhD

program have secured highly responsible leadership positions

throughout the country and abroad. The array of positions that

graduates of the program currently hold is truly outstanding.

Majority of graduates are employed in academic settings, many in

top-ranked universities and schools of nursing. Their positions

are varied, and include deans, chairpersons and program directors

in university schools of nursing, undergraduate and graduate

faculty, project directors on funded grants. In some cases

international graduates have returned to their countries to plan

and implement major modifications in the nursing education system,

such as the introduction of baccalaureate and higher degree

programs. Graduates who are employed in clinical settings hold

leadership positions as administrators of nursing service,

directors of major nursing research and quality assurance programs

and clinical researchers, charged with mounting large-scale

research and evaluation programs. A number of graduates hold

important research positions is professional associations (e.g.,

the American Nurses' Association) and governmental agencies. Five

of the program's graduates have received post-doctoral fellowships:

three funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program
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and two funded by institutional National Service Research Awards.

Not only are the graduates of this program successful in securing

prestigious positions for which they are well prepared, but they

are making very real contributions to the nursing profession and to

the health care delivery system. Only two graduates are currently

unemployed: one because of chronic illness and the other because

she and her family are in the process of relocating.

12. Alumni satisfaction.

Does the department have any provisions for coatinuinq
contact with alumni? If so, provide information compiled
from any alumni surveys which have been conducted. It
not, are any plans being made to establish such contact
in the future? What other measures of alumni
satisfaction with the program~s) do you have?

Alumni of the doctoral program, in accordance with the

School's Master Plan for ~v~lt~a~ign; 3~a s»rvpj~~ ~h~rtl~ a~t~~

graduation and periodically thereafter (2 years, 5 years, l0 years,

etc.) regarding their satisfaction with the program. (Detailed

information about the assessment of student and alumni satisfaction

is provided in the NON Self Study). In addition, periodic surveys

are conducted by the Doctoral Program Office to assess their

satisfaction with specific aspects of the program, in order to

gather input for curricular evaluation. The results of these

surveys show graduates of all School of Nursing program levels are

very satisfied with their respective program and that doctoral

alumni consistently rate their satisfaction even higher than

graduates from any of the other programs in the School.

Informal contact with alumni is maintained by the program

faculty. A reunion of doctoral program graduates (the second one)
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is being planned for September 1994 by several alumni of the

program. Graduates report a very high level of satisfaction with

the program, stating that they are far better prepared to conduct

research than most of their colleagues who were educated in other

doctoral nursing programs.

C. BACIILTY PROFIL$ AND PRODIICTIVITY

1. In an Appendix, for each member of the facultp provide
professional curriculum vitae to include presentations
at national and international societies and meetings,
interdisciplinary associations, positions held in
professional organizations, service, editorials,
revier and committee activities, honors and awards,
publications, and research granta and fellowships.

Because of the large number of doctorally prepared

faculty involved in the doctoral program, curriculum vita have not

been included with this report. Rather a listing of doctorally

prepared faculty -- those eligible to participate in the PhD

program -- is included in the Appendix. The curriculum vitae which

reflect a high level of scholarship productivity and involvement in

professional and community service, are available in the document

room of the School of Nursing.

2. Fine-Year Faculty Profile.

Please supply the information requested in Table l0,
"Five-Year Faculty Profile," listing departmental faculty
by rank, full-time and part-time status, highest degree
attained, tenure status, race, sea and age. Please
comment on the faculty profile for pour department and
indicate any areas of under-representation. Mbat changes
in faculty membership and specialties have taken place
within the past five dears and what has beep t~h~ ~ffigact
on your program(s)?

The current faculty profile for the School of Nursing is

included in the NLN Self Study on pages 85-90. A total of 78 full-
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time faculty are doctorally prepared; thus, the school has one of

the largest contingents of doctorally prepared faculty eligible to

be involved in the doctoral program as course teachers, directors

of independent study experiences, interim and research advisors,

and members of comprehensive and dissertation committees. There

are currently 37 associate and 38 regular (full) members of the

Graduate School faculty; the latter are qualified to chair

dissertation committees. Twenty-nine of the faculty are tenured.

Of the doctorally prepared faculty, 10 hold the rank of Professor,

28 are Associate Professors, 38 are Assistant Professors and 2 are

Instructors. In addition to the faculty listed in the profile, Dr.

Frederick Suppe, Professor of History and Philosophy of Science,

University of Maryland College Park, has, since 1980, co-taught

theory courses in the doctoral nursing program. He is on Leave of

Absence from the University during the 1993-94 academic year,

having been awarded an NSF Fellowship.

Over the past five years the number of doctorally-prepared

faculty in the School has increased, as many of the masters-

prepared faculty completed their doctorates. These individuals,

although experienced faculty, are in many cases just beginning

their programs of research, so their involvement in the doctoral

program is in the early stages. During the five-year period some

senior faculty who taught cour~e~ and served a~ research advisers

for students in the doctoral program such as Dr. Ada Jacox and Dr.

Ora Strickland, have been recruited by other institutions. While

their contributions are missed, many of their ideas helped shape
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and continue to have a lasting impact on the program. Since

additional doctorally-prepared, research productive faculty have

been recruited to the School, and the restructuring of the faculty

has increased doctoral program involvement by faculty who

previously were assigned to the undergraduate program; the impact

on the doctoral program has been minimal. During the five-year

period there has been growth in the faculty contingent to support

the emphasis areas of oncology, addictions and nursing informatics.

3. Needs.

1Phat does the department perceive as its needs for new
faculty over the next seven years? Identify the areas of
specialisation needed and provide a brief statement of
justification.

There is a need to recruit a small nwaber of senior

faculty with established research programs fg~r~~Pra~?y pYterrta~~~

funded) to provide additional leadership in the research arena and

to serve as mentors to doctoral students and junior faculty. A

recent review of emphasis areas revealed that additional faculty

are needed to support the areas of informatics, critical care, and

ethics, because of the increasing number of doctoral students who

are being attracted to these magnet emphasis areas. Several of the

emphasis areas were identified to have sufficient numbers of

faculty with expertise to support them, but to lack a base of

funded .research projects. Currently searches are underway to

recruit senior faculty with expertise in the areas of critical

care, informatics and research methodology. It is being recommended

that recruitment be extended to include at least one additional

faculty member with expertise in ethics, ar that current faculty
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with interest in ethics, but without formal preparation, be

encouraged to develop this expertise.

~. Faculty Development.

Has the department undertaken nny faculty development
activities within the past five years (seminars,
colloquia, departments or university workshops in
teaching or advising, etc.)? If so, please specify.

The School of Nursing has an active faculty development

program, with at least three programs/workshops presented each

year. Topics for the faculty development sessions have included

working with diverse student populations, using interactive video

instruction, updates on computer technology, implications of health

care reform for graduate and undergraduate nursing curricula, and

similar topics that are timely and germane to the faculty role. In

addition, the School of Nursing is one of three sites selected ~9~

a Federally funded program to enhance graduate teaching in the

Southern Region. As a result of this grant, the School offers one

conference per year devoted to various aspects of graduate nursing

education. The second such conference will be held April 29-30,

1994. The School also jointly sponsors (with Johns Hopkins

University School of Nursing) an annual research conference dealing

with advanced research methodology. The content of this conference

is particularly relevant to doctoral faculty and students. The

topic for the conference to be held in April, 1994 will be

Challenges in Outcomes Research in the Era of Health Care Reform;

the 1993 Conference focussed on Intervention Research Methodology.

Faculty development is also enhanced by supporting attendance

at key professional conferences. Both the Program Director and
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Associate Dean for Graduate Studies as well as the Director of

Planning and Accountability, annually attend one or more

professional meetings that focus on doctoral nursing education

(e.g., the Annual Forum on Doctoral Education in Nursing and the

American Association Colleges of Nursing's Annual Doctoral

Conference). The Chairperson of the Doctoral Program Sub-Committee

also attends the Doctoral Forum. These meetings are helpful for

communicating with colleagues in other institutions about current

trends and issues in doctoral nursing education. Additionally,

faculty who teach in the doctoral program regularly attend and give

presentations at, professional research conferences related to

nursing science in general, as well as their specific programs of

research. Thus, faculty remain abreast of the most recent

developments in the discipline.

5. Tenchina Quality.

Hoy► does the department encourage high-qualitp teacbinq?
Are incentives and rewards (such as teaching wards,
salary increases, travel funds to attend conference$ on
teaching) provided to promote excellence in teaching?
Are there mechanisms for mentorinq new and temporary
faculty and for assisting experienced taoulty members
Who Nfsh to improve tbefr teaching? How does the
department evaluate teaching?

Annual faculty evaluations by Department Chairpersons

address teaching, research and community service. Evidence of

teaching quality is obtained via review of course syllabi and

related materials, and course evaluations by students. Faculty

promotion criteria address teaching excellence, as well as research

productivity and community and professional service. High quality

teaching is an expectation of all faculty and a necessary condition
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for promotion and for merit-based salary increases. Department

chairpersons evaluate faculty performance, including teaching

quality. Currently both Administrative and Faculty Councils are

developing mechanisms for strengthening the evaluation of teaching,

including a system for peer evaluation of teaching that is being

developed by the Faculty Council.

The ability to provide incentives and rewards for high-quality

teaching was limited during the period FY 91- FY 93 because of lack

of funds to provide salary increases; however in FY 94 two-thirds

of the faculty received merit salary increases. It is anticipated

that funding for merit raises, as well as cost of living increases,

will be available for FY 95. Faculty are supported to attend and

present at numerous research conferences, as well as other

professional development opportunities. An excellent example of

professional development was that one of the doctorally-prepared

faculty members was supported to attend the University of

Pennsylvania's program for Neonatal Nurse Practitioners (NNP) to be

certified, and has subsequently begun a NNP specialty at UMAB. She

is a doctoral research advisor whose PhD students benefit from her

additional expertise.

Generally only experienced faculty teach in the doctoral

grogram. ~h~~e is a procedures in p3ace, howe~~~°, w~er~by faculty

members aspiring to teach a given doctoral course co-teach with a

more experienced faculty member or sit in on the course for a

semester before assuming sole responsibility for it. This

mechanism helps acquaint faculty who are new to doctoral teaching



with the level of content, nature of assignments and expectations

at the doctoral level. All faculty in the School are encouraged to

take advantage of continuing education offerings in the School

related to teaching; examples of offerings during the current year

are described above. They also receive support to attend workshops

and programs related to research or graduate education sponsored by

other institutions and professional organizations.

6. Department and vniversitp Service.

How are administrative tasks and committee assignments
distributed within the departments?

Administrative tasks are primarily the responsibility of

the Program Director; however, support is provided by several units

of the School. For example, the Office of Admissions and

Enrollment Management is responsible for responding to requests for

application materials, for receiving applications from the Graduate

School, monitoring student progression, handling forms related to

student progression, and maintaining an official file for each

student. Assistance with application-related functions, such as

interviewing prospective candidates and applicants, is provided by

faculty who are familiar with the program. One or more liaison

faculty members have been designated for each department. As noted

above, faculty representatives from each department serve on

standa.xag ~~aa~i~tees associated with the dact~ral p~e~g~~~a ~Dc~c~oral

Program Sub-committee of the Curriculum Committee, Student Affairs

Committee).

Faculty who are involved i.n the doctoral nursing program also

provide considerable service to the University community (see NLN
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Self Study). The Doctoral Program Director and the Associate Dean

for Graduate Studies and Research are members of the Graduate

Council; the former chairs the Graduate School's Long Range

Planning Committee and the latter chairs the New Courses Committee.

Thus, both are involved in important ways in graduate education on

the UMAB and UMBC campuses.

7. Faculty Productivity.

a) Please review and correct Table 11, "Contributions
to the Students," on credit hour production and
degrees awarded. Please provide the data on the
ratio of students to faculty and describe additional
contributions your faculty members make to students,including advisement, mentorinq, research/teaching
supervision, thesis and dissertation direction, andso on. Also, provide a listing of any department
specific indicators not included under system
indicators.

Table 11 contains school-wide data regarding

contributions to students. In the doctoral program the

overall ratio of faculty currently involved in the

program (as course teachers, advisors, committee members)

(42) to students enrolled (104) is 1:2.5. The ratio of

faculty who are qualified to be involved ( 69 ) to students

enrolled is 1:1.5. The ratio of faculty to students in

doctoral courses currently averages 1:13.

As noted ~.a~ the description of the cu~ricu~.~, f~~ulty

working with doctoral students eacpend considerable time

and effort outside the formal classroom setting on

students' behalf.. Included are time spent supervising

independent study and research experiences, providing
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advisement on an ongoing basis, assisting students who

` are having difficulty with their courses, directing the

dissertation research. On the average, it is reasonable

to estimate that the out-of-class time that a doctoral

faculty member spends with students in a given week is

approximately double the time spent in class. When

students are in final stages of completing the

dissertation, time expenditure by faculty is extensive.

A conservative estimate is that a Research Advisor

spends an average of 8 hours per week over the course of

the dissertation research meeting with the student,

supervising the research, and reading and critiquing

drafts of the dissertation. As the student moves to the

final phases of the dissertation process, time

expenditure can easily increase to 20 hours per week.

Each committee member also devotes a minimum of 20

hours to the dissertation during the final semester of

study.

b) Please complete Table 12, "Contributions to the
Profession," and Table 13, "Contributions to tha Public.'
Please describe additional contributions faculty members
made to the public and the profession (such as curriculwn
revision) over the last five years.

Table Z2 r~port~ faculty cont~ibuti~ns t~ the p~~f~~~ian

(including scholarly productivity) and Table 13 reports

faculty contributions to the community for the entire

faculty. Between FY 91 and FY 93 publications increased

from 166 to 223 and presentations increased from 315 to
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331. During FY 93 faculty publications included 10 books

authored and 1 edited; 25 book chapters; 50 articles in

refereed journals and 16 articles in non-refereed

journals.

Prominent leadership positions are held by faculty at

state, regional and national levels in all major nursing

organizations. Faculty serve as site visitors for the

National League for Nursing; Chairperson for the Task

Force on Telecommunications and Chairperson of the Task

Force on Graduate Education for the Southern Council on

Collegiate Education for Nursing, and Chairperson of the

Education Committee of the American Association of

Critical Care Nurses. The Dean has recently been

appointed to serve on the Doctoral Conference Planning

Committee of the AACN. One faculty member is President

of the Maryland State Board of Nursing.

Faculty also serve as members of the Boards of Directors

of several nursing and health-related organizations, such

as the Maryland Nurses Association, the Maryland League

for Nursing, the Western Maryland Area Health Education

Center, Maryland Association for Home Care, and the

Society ~o~ ~h~ Prevention of blindness. The Assistant

Dean for Professional Development & Services was recently

named President of Health Care for the Homeless. Other

service includes the Mayor's Working Group on Drug Policy

Reform, the Maryland Association for Home Care and the
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Nurse Practitioner Association of Maryland.

c) On the basis of the information provided in the above
tables and commentary, please assess your faculty~s
productivity over the last five years.

There is no question that faculty productivity relative

to students has increased markedly over the past 5 years, as

reflected in the number of students taught, and the development of

innovative programs. During the current year a total of six

applications were submitted for external support of new advanced

nursing education programs, in order to assure that the graduate

curriculum keeps pace with the most current trends in nursing and

health care.

Contributions to the profession have reflected a pattern of

steady increase with respect to publication and grant submission

rates, and overall revenue from grant awards has increased

substantially. During the current year 10 faculty have submitted

grants to secure external funding of research projects. The

pattern of strong scholarship is reflected in the many awards and

special recognition that faculty receive for their accomplishments

in the areas of research and scholarship, and in the School's top

ranking, criteria for which place primary emphasis on scholarship.

It should also be noted that the School of Nursing faculty provide

~ major service to the profession by serving as consultants,

providing leadership in professional organizations, and making

numerous presentations and presenting workshops to professional

audiences. In FY 93 faculty provided 55 local, 27 regional, 25

national and 10 international consultations and presented a total



of 70 workshops.

Productivity in relation to community service has increased

markedly over the past 5 years through a number of initiatives that

serve the public directly. Notable are the nurse-managed clinics at

Paul's Place, a soup kitchen for the homeless; Open Gates, the

newly initiated nurse-managed health center serving the uninsured

and under-insured in Washington Village; and school-based clinics

at the Lansdowne Middle School and other Baltimore County Schools.

Several of these initiatives have been externally funded. During

the current year, 12 grant applications to support projects to

provide service to the public have been submitted by faculty. A

number of faculty with doctoral program responsibilities are

involved in these initiatives, as well as in direct service

provision via private practice, clinical practice in hospital and

community agencies, and voluntary contributions of time and

expertise to local schools, conuaunity agencies and health-oriented

organizations (American Red Cross, American Cancer Society). Other

faculty are involved on advisory boards whose actions directly

impact health and social policy, e.g., the Governor's Advisory

Group on Aging, the Governor's Commission on Women's Health, and

appointments to varicus study sections at the Division of Nursing,

USPHS and the Nat~~n~l Institute of Nursing Re~e~rch at the AIIH.

8. D~partmeatal Integration.

Qivea the contributions to research, teaching, and
service expected of your department, ghat steps have
been taken to balance or vary faculty assignments in
the threes a~~~~ in os~+er to ~ncou~aq~ berth individual
faculty productivity and the overall productivity of the
department?
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Consistent with its Strategic Plan, in Fall, 1992, the

School of Nursing underwent a structural reorganization that was

designed to increase faculty productivity and facilitate

integration of the teaching, research and service missions of the

-. School. Instead of being divided into separate Graduate and

Undergraduate Program Faculty groups, the faculty was organized

into 4 substantively- defined departments that are responsible for

delivering all of the School's curricula. This change has resulted

in considerable change in faculty assignments, since faculty are

now e~tpected to teach across program levels, in particular at the

undergraduate level. Departmental integration is facilitated by

the new organizational structure which enhances the ability to

cluster faculty with similar expertise, enhances the strength of

student advisement and increases research productivity.

D. INSTRIICTIONAL SIIPPORT

1. Programmatic Resources.

Please supply information requested in Table i~ on
Faculty (Personnel). Review and correct the remaining
information and assess the adequacy of programmatio
resources available to your department. The remaining
information in Table 14 pill be provided by the
Budget Office and Institutional Studies.

Table 14 reflects academic program cost and productivity

for the School of Nursing as a whole. In general, faculty

resources to support the doctoral program are more than adequate.

There is a large resource base of doctorally prepared faculty --

one of the largest in the country. There is a wealth of faculty

expertise to support delivery of the doctoral curriculum, with at

least two faculty members prepared to teach each of the required
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courses. Since several of the doctorally prepared faculty earned

the terminal degree relatively recently, they need to move quickly

to build funded programs of research in which they can involve

doctoral students. The School of Nursing's Office of Research

Methodology is a valuable asset in helping with this process. It

is a resource that is also available to provide doctoral students

methodological and statistical consultation, as well as facilitate

access to resource materials, such as files of research instruments

and advanced research texts.

A recent review of the adequacy of faculty resources for the

doctoral program by the Doctoral Program Sub-committee has revealed

that while many of the emphasis areas have very adequate faculty

depth (e.g., addictions, gerontology, maternal-child health, family

health and development, health policy), others clearly need to be

strengthened with additional research-productive faculty (e.g.,

nursing ethics, nursing informatics, critical care), particularly

given the numbers of students who will be requiring research

advisement and given that faculty responsibilities are not limited

to doctoral students. As noted above, searches are currently

underway for senior faculty to support several of the emphasis

areas, preferably with established and funded programs of research.

~e ~2a~~i~~2 and Support Faciliti~~.

Complete Table 15, "~is~e~a~ent o~ Phpsical Facilities and
Support Facilities," to determine the adequacy of the
support taailities related to your program(s), including
ottioe space, library holdings, academic computing, and
research facilities.

Table 15 reflects the physical and support facilities for
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the School as a whole; they are discussed in detail in the NLN Self

Study, pp. 43 to 80. With regard to the doctoral program, faculty

office space is marginally adequate, but there is very limited

space for doctoral students. Only a few of the doctoral students

with GA positions have any research space allocated to them, and

most must share the space with other students. One small room

serves as study space and a small library for doctoral student use.

Doctoral students have access to the Graduate Student Lounge in the

basement of the School of Nursing.

Research space in the School of Nursing is most inadequate.

The completion of the Health Sciences Facility (HSF) in 1.995 will

help address this concern by providing four offices as well as

space for behavioral research in the 2,000 square feet designated

for the School of Nursing. More significantly, the School of

Nursing has recently received approval for a Capital Improvement

Project that will significantly increase research, teaching and

laboratory space. Scheduled for construction in 1997, an addition

to the School of Nursing building will provide approximately an

additional 98,000 sq. ft. of new and replacement space which will

contain diversified types of research space for conducting various

types of research. The addition will include psychophysiological

laboratories, clinical laboratories that simulate hospital and home

care environments, behavioral laboratories, bench research

laboratories, and space for the conduct of policy research, as well

as off ice and conference space for faculty, doctoral students and

staff co~du~~ing research projects. (See Capital Budget Programs in
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Document Room).

The campus Health Science Library (HSL) is one of the most

outstanding in the country. It serves as the Regional Medical

Library for Region 2 of the National Library of Medicine's (NLM)

national network; thus has an outstanding array of resources for

students. The Integrated Library Information System (ILIS)

provides 24-hour access to the library's electronic information

services, which include an on-line public access to catalog

holdings. The extensive holdings of the HSL and its other features

are described in detail on pages 74-77 of the NLN Self Study. The

HSL holdings provide excellent support to the PhD program.

Students majoring in Direct Nursinq generally find a larger

percentage of the HSL resources they need than those majoring in

Indirect Nursing, but the latter readily access needed materials

through the ILIS. The HSL is very responsive to faculty requests

for additional holdings to support the doctoral program. In

addition, the campus is in close proximity to the NLM and the NIH

Clinical Center Libraries.

Computing facilities are outstanding, particularly given that

all of the computers in the Informatics Laboratory and School of

Nursing Computer Laboratories are continually upgraded to meet

changing technology. ~~~d~nt~ haee access to mu2tip2e ~oftw~re

packages and mainframe computing capability through the 1~lcademic

Computer Centers at UMAB and UMBC and the School's Local Area

Network (LAN). (See the description of computing facilities in the

NLN Self Study, pages 52-61 and 69-71.)
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E. GENERAL EVALIIATION

1. Please summarize the strengths and weaknesses o~ the
graduate programs offered by your department, as seen
by the faculty and students.

The PhD program in nursing at the University of Maryland

School of Nursing has a strong national reputation for preparing

nurse scholars and researchers. National recognition of the

School's graduate program, reflected in the U.S. News and World

Report ranking in which it was tied for 7th place nationally, is

certainly attributable in part to the quality of the doctoral

program and its graduates. Particular strengths of the program

include the following:

1) One of the largest contingents of doctorally prepared

faculty in the nation, many of whom are nationally

recognized for excellence in the discipline and are

highly committed to quality doctoral education.

2) An experienced Program Director who is known nationally

for her expertise in doctoral education and is frequently

sought as a resource person and consultant by

institutions developing and evaluating doctoral nursing

programs.

3) A sound curriculum that is internationally known for its

strong research preparation and innovative emphasis areas

(e.g., the addictions, health policy and nursing

informatics emphasis areas were among the first in the

world to be established at the doctoral level).

4) A strategic location in the Baltimore-Washington
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corridor that affords students varied learning

experiences and diversified populations and environments

for the conduct of clinical, health care service delivery

and policy research.

5) Excellent computer and library resources for faculty and

students.

6) A rich array of available courses and experts within the

University of Maryland System that students can access in

developing and enriching their programs of study and

dissertation research.

7) Many internal sources of financial aid for students,

including a large institutional commitment of funds.

The following areas have been identified as needing

improvement, and appropriate steps are being taken:

1) There is a need for additional senior faculty with funded

programs of research to enhance selected emphasis areas,

and there is a concomitant need to further facilitate the

involvement of current faculty in research. Faculty

recruitment efforts are underway that should not only

bring about immediate increases in funded research, but

should also indirectly have a positive impact by

facilit~tixag and encouraging research by current faculty.

2) Additional research space is urgently needed. The

dedicated space in the Health Sciences Facility which

will be available in the near future, and the more than

adequate research space that will result from the Capital
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Budget request will remedy this deficit.

3) Additional external sources of financial support for

students need to be identified and secured. This

includes increased NRSA funding to support at least two

of the emphasis areas. Plans are underway to submit an

institutional NRSA that addresses at least two of the

identified emphasis areas before the end of Summer, 1994.

As noted above and described in the NLN Self Study,

faculty are being assisted in a variety of ways to secure

funding for their research, and are encouraged to include

funding for RA positions in their grant applications.

Faculty are also encouraging students to apply for

funding from specialty organizations (e.g., the American

Association of Critical Care Nurses and the American

Cancer Society) to support their doctoral study

and dissertation research.

4) Although diversity of the student body has increased

considerably in recent years, there remains a need for

improvement in this area. As described above, a multi-

faceted minority recruitment plan is being implemented.

2. Changes.

Are there any changes in the program that will be
initiated as a r~~uYt ~f this a~l~-study? Y~ so,
please describe what departmental/institutional actions
you recommend and explain e~hether they involve s
reallocation of resourae~.

A number of changes are currently underway or being

considered in the doctoral program and its policies, as detailed
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throughout this report. These include 1) providing options within

the research methodology component of the curriculum; 2) increasing

opportunities for sustained contact between student and mentor in

the research environment via increased RA funding; 3) acquiring

research space to support faculty and student research, and 4j

taking steps to enhance the research underpinnings for several of

the emphasis areas via senior faculty recruitment and continuing to

facilitate the research efforts of current faculty.
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Table 1

COUR88 PRESENTATIONS FOR l►CADEMIC YEARS 1991-1992 TO 1993-1994
PHD PRO(~RAi6 IN MIIt~INGF*

Semester Course
& Year Designation Number of Number of Faculty & Check if Cross-PXesent~d and Number edits Students percent Effort** ~b involved List n ***

Fall, 1991 NUBS 801 2 20 Kreider
Fall, 1991 NURS 803 2 1? Haymaker
Fall, 1991 NURS 80~ 4 18 Fry (50~)

Holt (25~)
Suppe (25$)

Fall, 1991 NURS 811 3 14 Waltz (b0~)
Sylvia (40$)

Fall, 1991 NtTRS 816 3 23 Soeken
Fall, 1991 NURS 818 1 15 Perry
Fall, 1991 NURS 790 3 5 Fry
Fall, 1991 NURS 883 3 3 Ruth

Spring, 1992 NURS 802 4 10 Littleton
(Kearney) 40~ X
Kreider ( 60~k j

Spring, 1992 NURS 80~ 4 9 Edmunds (70g) X
Holt (30$)

Spring, 1992 NURS 806 2 15 Lenz (60$)
Suppe (40$)

Spring, 1992 NURS 812 3 13 Waltz (60$y
Sylvia (408)

Spring, 1 92 NURS 81~ 3 16 Soeken (6790 X
Gift (33~j

* PhD courses only. S~cnilar inforn►ation for Baccalaureate and Masters progracrss is in the NLN Self Study andDocument Room.
** Faculty named are 100$ responsible for course unless otherwise specified.
*** No doctoral courses are cross listed.



Table 1 {continued)

COURSE PRSSSKTATIONS FOR ACADENZC YEARS 1991-1992 TO 1993-199Q
PHD PItO(~R~ IN I~itJRBIN(~*

semester Course
& Year Designation Number of Number of Faculty &
Presented and Number Credits Students percent Effort**
Spring, 1992 NURS 815 2 24 Ravanagh
Spring, 1992 NURS 705 3 18 Kavanagh
Sprinq, 1992 NURS 791 3 7 Fry
Spring, 1992 NURS ?92 3 15 Fry
Spring, 1992 NURS 828 2-3 10 Baldwin (50~)

Parker (50~)
Sprinq, 1992 NURS 817 2 Baueell
Spring, 1992 NURS 891 2 2 Holt

Suauner, 1992 NURS 794 3 7 itavanagh (50$)
Neal (50$)

Summer, 1992 NURS 885 2 2 Fry

Fall, 1992 NURS 801 2 17 Lenz
Fall, 1992 NURS 803 2 17 Prescott
Fall, 1992 NURS 805 4 17 Fry
Fall, 1992 NURS 811. 3 16 Waltz
Fall, 1992 NURS 814 2 10 Trinkoff
Fall, 1992 NURS 816 3 19 Soeken
Fall, 1992 2iLJRS 818 1 10 Perry
Fall, 1992 NURS 790 3 11 Fry
Fall, 1992 NURS 899 1 10 Lenz

(Dis. Sem.)

Check if
Lab involved



Table 1 (continued)

COURSE PRESENTATIO1d8 FOR ACAD81[IC YEARS 1991-1992 TO 1993-1994
PHD PROtiRAN IN liURSIN(i*

Semester Course
& Year Designation
Presented and Number

Spring, 1993 NURS 802

Spring, 1993 NURS 804

Spring, 1993 NURS 806

Spring, 1993 NURS 812
Spring, 1993 NURS 813

Spring, 1993 NUBS 815
Spring, 1993 NURS 817
Spring, 1993 NUR3 777

Spring, 1993 NURS 792
Spring, 1993 NURS 828
Spring, 1993 NURS 899

(Dis. Se►n. )

Swnmer, 1993 NUBS 789

Suma►er, 1993 NURS 837

Summer, 1993 NURS 885

Number of Number of Faculty & Check if
Credits Students Percent Effort** Lab involved

4 8 Kearney (60~) X
Lenz (40$)

4 6 Edmunds (60$) X
Prescott (40$)

2 14 Lenz (60~)
Suppe (40$)

3 14 Waltz
3 28 Soeken (80$) X

Baldwin (20~)
2 31 Kavanagh
2 12 Bausell
3 4 Strasser (50$)

Damroach (50$)
3 15 Fry

2-3 6 Parker
1 8 Lenz

3 16 Kavanagh (50$)
Neal (50$)

3 2 Mills (50$)
Panniers (50$)

2 3 Fry



Tahle 1 (continued)

COURSE PR!lSENTATIOI~tB FOB ACADBltIC YEARS 1991-1992 TO 1993-1994
PHD PROGRAM II~t NURSING*

Semester Course
& Year Designation Number of Number of Faculty & Check ifpresented end Number Credits Students percent Effort** Lab involved

Fall, 1993 NUR3 801 2 27 Lenz (60$)
Kreider (40$)

Fall, 1993 NURS 803 2 26 Prescott
Fall, 1993 NURS 805 4 22 F'ry
Fall, 1993 NURS 811 3 14 Waltz
Fall, 1993 NUBS 814 2 13 Trinkoff
Fall, 1993 NURS 815 2 4 Kavanagh
Fall, 199 NUR3 816 3 21 Soeken
Fall, 1993 NURS 790 3 4 Fry
Fall, 1993 NURS 818 1 9 Perry
Fall, 199 NUBS 836 3 2 Gaesert
Fall, 1993 NURS 899 1 5 Lenz

(Dies Seua.)

Winter, 1994 NUBS 808 2 6 Dennis

Spring, 1994 NURS 802 4 19 Kearney (40$~ X
Lenz (30$)
Thompson (30~)

Spring, 1994 NUBS 804 4 9 Prescott XSpring, 1994 NURS 806 2 13 Lenz
Spring, 1994 NURS 812 3 11 Waltz
Spring, 1994 NURS 813 3 12 Soeken (67$) X

Dennis (33$)



Table 1 (continued)

COURSE PRESENTATIONS P'OI~ ACADEM2C YEARS 1991-1992 TO 1993-1994
PHD PR0f3RAM IN NURSINt~*

Semester Course
& Year Designation Number of Number of Faculty &
Presented and Number Credits Students Percent Effort**

Sprinq, 1994 NUBS 815 2 16 Kavanagh
Spring, 1994 NURS 808 3 12 Soeken

(Path Anal.)
Spring, 1994 NURS 707 3 9 Kavanagh
Sprinq, 1994 NURS 792 3 12 Fry
Spring, 1994 NURS 794 3 5 Neal (50$)

Kavanagh (50~)
Sprinq, 1994 NURS 899 1 4 Lena

(Dis. Sem.)

Check if
~,ab involved



Responsibility: Department/f'robram

Table I A

COURSES N4T TAUGHT FOR TWO CONS~CUTIV~ YEARS

Semester
and Year
Not Taught

Fall, 1992
thru
Spring, 1994

Course
Designation
and Number

NURS 881

NURS 882

NURS X91

Check if
Number of Laboratory
Credits I nvo(ved

2 No

2 No

2 No

Check if Course is Cross
Listed for Professional/

Under~rad/Graduate Students

No

No

No



Responsibility: Dcjiar(mcnt/['ru~,~an~

'I';il,lc; 2

Program_.... Ph1)/Nursi n~;

COli~ii'IiI~I I + NSIVL PRtJG1Z~M DESCI~II'`1'1OI~S~~eci~iliz<<tic~►~s ~Vitl~i~~ Program{s)

Please furnish the information requested below. Tl~e ~rin~ary s~~ecializatiocls of the faculty member is to be clefinecl as is ci~stc~,~~~ir}~ley tl~e stv~clarcls cif tl~e discipline, taking into account precioctoral anti ~~c>stcl~ctoral training, research activities, pub(icati~~us, I~ul~lic scrvic~canal stucierits traiuecl. Not all faculty members, of course, will duality as s~~ecialists in a secondary area. Please explain on <i sel~ar~~te ~~~i~;einserted fe~lic~~vinb this page what would be iieeciecl to make faculty su~~l~c~rt ac)equate in areas for whiell you leave res~~oiiclecl "No° tc> c~uesti~~~~scif st~i[f acicc~u~icy.

Professional
Accrcdilation in
Specially Area Nuinl~er cif I~~eulty Faculty Support Names cif Uc~ree OIl~c.red iii S~x:ci;,li~,Po~.sible Carned f'r unary Secondary Adequate at~d Nun~lxr cif SIu~IcnLS Nrnv ~V~nl;i~~~~Name cif SL~cci:ilty f Ycs/Nod (Yes/N~~~ Accrediting ticxly nrca Arcs ~Ycs[No~ can (~.;u~li I>rL~,rcc

a. Direct Ns~. ~~ NA NA 15 16 Yes PhD - 53I~. Indirect Nsg. iEj~ NA NA 7 $— ~sc.
d.
c.
(.
~T

h.

I•
k.
t.
m.

# Direct Nursing addresses study of clinical nursing problems. Students pursue research regarding addictions,ethics, maternal-child health family health and development, gerontology, oncology, critical. care and 17ealthpromotion/illness prevention.
~3~ Indirect Nursing addresses study of environments that support the delivery of patient care. Students pursueresearch regarding health service delivery, health policy, nursing informatics, nursing education andresearch methods/evaluation.
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PLEASE COMPLETE DATA oN nE~PLICATIONS AND ADMISSIONS.

'1'al~lc 4 A~:

~'1,UDL~I~IT LI~IZOLI,IVILN7' D~►.TA Ii OlZ ~1C~11)LII~IIC YE.~.1Z 19 8 to 1))2

I U~il~ ~I UC

Applications ~ 'Total It of Total !E of~an~c of I)c~~rcc Nciruc of f'ro~;ram for ndti~ission Acln~issic~ns New Stucicnts
(includes Spring, Summer &Fall Admissions)lachclor's Nursiri6

198& 225 158 128
7 98~ 199 149 115 . .
1990 254 189 148►9y~ 329 210 164
1992 490 320 247

lastcr's 1938 245 216 1731989 290 248 195
1990 255 221 175
1991 311 257 197
1992 377 281 206

~octoratc t 988 35 22 161989 34 21 9
1990 25 18 15
1991 38 29 211992 32 24 17

-~ Includes only students at UMAB, RN to BSN students nor. included.

~~~~z~ ~E ~r ~r~~~:~i ~i ~~r
Slucicilts I)ct;rccs ii~~-,u~lccl

(in previous fisc~il yr.)

30G iG7
272 I ~I U
287 I 1 r.
338 ~)5
39G 151

434 I U~1
SUS IU3
52G IUG
G(0 IIG
GU2 ISI

60 h
G2
G4 lU
77 K
85 I1



t~LEASE COMPLETE D~Tn Ot~~ n(~E~LICATIONS AND ADMISSIONS.

"I'al~lc ~~ B

~r.I,UDI~,I~rI, I~IVIZOLLIVI~NT DATA. I+ OIL ~~.C~~.0 + NIIC Y~~R 1.93 to 1 >~~2
. ,

A~~lications "!'otal 11 of Total fE of lbtal 11 of "I ~~~;~I rl c,l~;zinc of Ucercc i~~~n~c of Program for /ldcnission /iclniissi~~ns Nc~v StucJcnls Stu~lcnls I)r~;~ccs ~~~~-;u~l~•~i;:
~cl~clor's Nursi~ig

l~gg 493 ~ 378 312 598 28318~ 417 329 279
~~

563 z84~~~o 463 365 306 571 259524 ~ 387 316 609 231
~ 9~~ ~

681 480 383 672 2361992

~stcr's 1938
434 I U~11989
505 lU31990
S2G IUG1991
GlU IIG1992
G02 I i "7

~ctor~tc 1988
GO fi1989
G2 R199a ~
G~4 1 t~t991
77 81992
85 I!

"~ Includes RN to BSN students at UMBC as well as students at UMAB.



"1'al~lc SA

1~ 1VL-1'L~~.IZ S UIYIN1AIt~' OI+ P1ZOGi2.A.Nl LINIZOLLMEN~

S'I UULN 1' L•'t~1ZULLMI;NT

Nan~c oC Nainc of ~ Total Numbcr of StucicntsUc ~rce 1'ro~ran~ Year One Ycar T~vo Ycar '!'hrcc Ycar Pour Year Five % Chau~;cNursing

1992 1991 1990 1989 1988

l3acliclur's ;~ 39G 338 ~ 287 272 306 + 29%~lastcrs GU2 GIU 52G SUS 434 + 38%Uoctoratc 85 77 G4 G2 60 + 41°ib

ULGitI:(:S ~~WAKULU

Nan~c oC Name oC Total Nun~bcr of Ucgrces AwardedUc ~rce 1'~e~~~ran~ Ycnr Ui~e Ycar ~'wo Year 'llirce l'c.ir f~vur Year Five % Cliant;c l~c~,irc i1~i;.

Nursinb

19J2 1991 1990 1989 1988

I3acl~clor's 151 95 IlG I~IU 167 - 8% 133~fastcr's lS7 1 lG lUG IU3 104 + SU% I l7Uocloratc 11 8 1 U 8 8 + 37%

V~ Includes only students at UMAB, RN to BSN students not included.



'l~~i~lc SB

1{ 1VL-1'L;~LIZ S UIVIiVl.~.~ZY O1+ 1'1ZOG1Z.~.I1~1 LNIZO.LLIYY + I~IT

s~c v~Lr~ i~ LwzuLLNiLN~r
Nanic of Nanic uC Fall Total Numbcr of Stucicnts1)~,rcc I'~~~~~i;~n~ Year Oi~c Ycar "Iwo Ycar '17~rcc l'c,~r lour Year Fivc % Clian~cNursing

1992 1991 1990 1989 1988

!);~cliclor's ~- 672 629 571 563 59~ +12t~t.istcrs GU2 G10 52G SUS 434 + 3$%Uocturatc 8S 77 G4 G2 GO , + 41%

UL:C;IZ1~l:S ~~\V/11t1~Lll

Name of Nance ~C ~ 'Total Nun~licr of Oc6recs AwardedUl'~fl'C 1'~u~~raiu Year Oiac Ycar ~~wo Ycar "lli~cc 1'c,ir l~uur Ycar Fivc

Nursin6

1992 1991 1990 1989 1988

13acI~cIois ~ 286 231 259 284 283~las~cr's 157 1 t6 IUG IU3 104Uuctui atc l 1 8 1 U 8 8

%~ Includes RN to BSN students at UMBC as well as students at UMAB.

Cl~an~;c Uc~;i cc i\ ~ r,.

+ 1 ~ 2~9
+ SU% 1 17
+ 37% `>



PLEASE COMPLI:"I'i: AI.[~ I)A'I'A ON 1~1~DIAN AGE.

Tablc G A

~f zVI~-Y~.~~.I.Z STUD~N' PROI'ILE

ncadcmic Status
Nursing; Ycar rT PT

l3,~cliclor's # 1992 3'54 ~ 42
1991 309 ~29
~~~~ 251 36
1`~H`~ 221 Sl
1985 258 48

I~lastcr's 1992 112 490

~~~~ 145 465& CWO ~~~~ 138 388
1~g~ 138 367
~~~~8 122 312

Dc~ctor~tc 1992
e

25 60
1991 31 46
1990 24 40
195 .15 47
1988 ~ 18 42

Racc
F.
g

.0
..~

Residency ~ ~ ~ ~ ° •~ ~ Scx ivlcdian 'I'o~~l Nun~l,crIn-State Out-of-State ~q .~ .~ ►~ ~ •~ ~ M P /1~c o~ Stucicn~s

352 44~ 63 - 26 9 294 4 - 35 361 26 396298 ~ 40 G2 1 17 8 248 2 - 24 310 25 338260 27 as 2 i8 9. 21i 3.- 21 266 24 287252 20 =~~ 2 19 8 202 3 19 253 24 272289 17 =~7 2 22 ~ 8 237 ~ - - 18 288 22 306

452 150 48 - 18 7 511 18 - 38 564 35 602458 152 4~ 1 14 8 523 I7 38 572 33 610382 144 32 1 7 5 462 19 33 493 32 526395 110 25 1 9 6 458 6 33 472 33 SOS337 97 15 1 8 7 398 5 23 411 32 434

35 SO 3 82 38 8530 47 ~ _ _ _ 65 5 3 74 39 7723 41 ~ _ _ _ 52 6 _ 2 62 39 6421 41 q _ _ 55 3 - 2 60 39 6225 35 4 _ _ _ 53 3 - 2 58 38 60

3~ Includes only students at UMAB, RN to BSK students not included.



PL~AS~ COMI'LET[: AI.L llA'I'A ON MEDIAN AGC.

1'a~lc GB

I+ IVI~-Y~.~.R STUDENT PROI~'ILE

Racc
P
g

..~
ncacicmic Status Rcsidcncy ~ ~ ~ ~, " •~ ~ SexJursin~; Ycar FT PT In-Stag Out-of-Statc ~ ~ .~ t~-~ ~ • ~ ~ M r

3~icliclor's ~ 1992 396 X76 573' 99 ~ G3 - 26 9 294 4 - 48 6241991 ~ 343. 286 566 ~ 63 G2 1 17 8 248 2 - 3S 5941990 285 286 513 58 a4 2 is 9- 211 3 - 27 544
1989 261 302 523 40 38 2 19 8 202 3 21, 542
1988 316 282 552 46 37 2 22 • 8 237 ~ - - 24 574

~fastcr's 1992 
48 - 18 7 511 18 -

1991 47 1 14 8 523 17
199 32 1 7 5 462 19
~ggq ~ 25 1 9 6 458 6
~ygg 15 1 8 7 398 5

Joctor~tc 1992
G - - - 75 4 -199! 
7 - - - 65 5 -1990 
G - - - 52 6 -1939 4 - - - 55 31938 4 - - - 53 3 -

3` Includes RN to BSN students at UMBC as well as students at UMAB.

tvlcclian 'fcri~~l Niimhcr
/~~c of Stucicnis

30 672
29 629
28 571
28 563
26 598



Table 7

STtJDENr SNROLI.lIBNT ~1ND D8(iRBE PROJECTIONS

~8,~ -88 IS ~taD
Students/Dear~~s Students/AeQrees Students/Dea~eeB StudentslDearees

Current
1993 459 153 263 125 651 165 104 4

1994 460 175 292 125 652 165 105 9

1995 462 190 293 120 652. 166 l0A 10

1996 464 195 294 120 652 166 10~ 10



Responsioiiiry: De~~,~;~;,~:~c Pro~r~;n

Table 8

FI~i~NCIAL SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS
(~~1~STERS &DOCTORAL)

Pre Review Post Review
Data Current Acad. Projections

Year 2 Year 1 Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
1991-92 1992-93 1994,-95 1995-96 1996-97

Graduate Assistants 15 11'` 14:~ 10 10 12

Fellowships y-~ 8 7 10 10 10 9

Other (including
extern~!ly funded
suapor) ..-..-..~ _ 1," 101 120 125 125

TOT.~L: 2E0 10~ 125 140 145 146

~~ Includes some students ~:ho serve as G:~'s part time or for less than 2
semesters. Projections assume full time Gk's working for an entire academic
year. .

~~ Includes Graduate School Special Fellowships and Graduate Merit Awards.
-~~"' Includes Federal Funding (NRSA's, grants, Federal Traineeships),

foreign sources, School of Nursing scholarships, and private foundation
funding.



Table 9
PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES

( N=68 )

Please rate appropriateness and desirability in relation to the goals andobjectives of your program.

NAME DEGREE YR. PLACEMENT RATINGy
(1=Very poor to

S=Excellent)

Alt-White, Anna PhD 1987 Asso. Chief, Nsg. Research 5
Washington VA Med. Center

Banda, Eta PhD 1991 Lecturer in Nsg 5
Kamuzu Coll of Nsg., Malawi

Carroll, Ruth PhD 1989 PostDoctoral Fellow (NRSA) 5
Sch. of Nsg., U. of Penn.

Creasia, Joan PhD 1987 Associate Dean, Undergrad. Progr. 5
Sch of Nsg, Med. Coll of S.C.

Davis, Linda PhD 1984 Associate Dean, Undergrad. Progr. 5
Sch of Nsg, U. of Alabama,
Birmingham

DeKeyser, Freida PhD 1990 Postdoctoral Fellow 5
Sch of Nsg, Johns Hopkins Univ.

Dennis, Karen PhD 1985 Asso. Professor 5
U. of Maryland, UMAB &
Director, Nursing Research
Balt. VA Med. Center

Farhood, L. PhD 1993 Asso. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Am. U. of
Beruit, Lebanon

Freed, C. PhD 1985 Research Nurse 5
Wilmington Medical Center
(last known position)

Gift, A. PhD 1984 Asso. Prof. & Aaso. Dir. 5
Research Center, Sch of Nsg.
U. of Penn & Dir. of Research
Hosp. of U. of Penns.

Gilmore, Vicki PhD 1990 Director of Nursing 4
Community Hosp., Harrisburg, PA

Griffith, Hurdis PhD 1984 Senior Policiy Analyst 5
Ofc.. of Disease Prevention &
Health Promotion, USPHS

Grimm, Patricia PhD 1989 Asst. Professor 5**
Sch of Nsg., Johns Hopkins U.

.~~tatings reflect the proportion of effort in the position that is
devoted to research and scholarship.



Grindel, Cecelia PhD 1988 Nurse Researcher, 5
Lehigh Valley Hosp., Allentown, PA

Haddad, Linda PhD 1993 Asst. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Jordan Univ
of Science & Technology

Havens, Donna PhD 1990 Asst. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Duke University

Harnett, Nancy PhD 1992 Clinical Nurse Researcher 5
Clinical Center, NIH

Henderson, M. PhD 1987 Asso. Professor 5
School of Nursing
Florida State University

Hsu, Man Ying PhD 1991 Asst. Professor 5
National Taipei College
of Nursing, Taiwan

Jarecki, Shirley PhD 1986 Asso. Dean 5
Sch of Nsg, Marymount Coll.

Jenkins, Louise PhD 1985 Asso. Prof. & Walter Schroeder 5*
Chair in Nursing Research
U. of Wisconsin, Milwaukee &
St. Luke's Med. Center

Krulewitch, Cara PhD 1992 Statistician (Demography) 5
US Dept of HHS/PHS/CDC
Natl Center for Health Statistics

Lambert, Clinton PhD 1991 Owner.& Counselor {Self emp.) 4
Lambert Counseling Services
Thompson, GA

Liehr, Patricia PhD 1987 Asso. Professor 5*
Sch of Nsg. U of Texas, Houston
Health Science Center

Lunn~y, June PhD 1989 Nurses Scientist ~
Institute for Nsg. Research, NIH

McCabe, Sheridan PhD 1993 Unemployed (relocating) NA

McKay, Priscilla PhD 1985 Nurse Researcher, US Air Force 5
(Last known position)

Mahrenholz, Donna PhD 1989 Assistant Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Johns Hopkins U.



Matthews, Jeanne PhD 1990 Instructor, School of Nursing 4
American University (last known
position)

Menton, Leta PhD 1992 Unemployed (Disability NA
discharge from US Army)

Mickley, Jacg. PhD 1990 Aast. Prof. 5
Sch of Nsg, Kent State U.,OH

Milholland, Dolor.PhD 1989 Senior Policy Fellow, Res. & Data- 5
bases, Amer. Nurses' Asan.

Milligan, Renee PhD 1989 Asst. Prof 5*
Sch of Nsg, Georgetown U. &
Dir of Research, AWAHN

Moore, Jacq. PhD 1990 Consultant in Prison Health 3
Services (last known position)

Morton, Patricia PhD 1989 Asso. Prof. 5
School of Nursing, UMAB

Namerow, M.J. PhD 1987 Deceased NA
(Formerly owned research
contracting & consultation firm)

Parker, Barbara PhD 1986 Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, U. of VA

Peirce, Anne PhD 1987 Director, PhD Program 5
Coll of Nsg, Columbia U.

Petrucci, Kerry PhD 1990 Asst. Prof 5
U. of Washington

Phillips, Carol PhD 1990. Director, Dept. of Nursing 5
Millersville State Univ., PA

Picot, Sandra PhD 1991 Asst. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg., Case WRU

Pillar, Barbara PhD 1991 Director, Nsg. Research 5
Community Hospital, Cayahoga, OH

Pruitt, Rosanne PhD 1989 Asso. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Clemson Univ.

Pugh, Linda PhD 1989 Aast. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Johns Hopkins U.



Raines, C. Faye PhD 1985 Dean, School of Nursing 5
U. of Alabama, Huntsville

Rasin, Joyce PhD 1988 Asst. Professor 5
School of Nursing, UMAB

Reeder, Jean PhD 1990 Chief, Nursing Research Service 5
Walter Reed Army Med Center

Reineck, Carol PhD 1990 Chief, Nsg. Administration 4
Reynolds Comm. Hosp., Fort Sill, OK

Rodgers, Shields PhD 1991 Asso. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Salisbury State U.

Romano, Carol PhD 1993 Dir, Clinical Systems & 5
Quality Improvement, Clinical
Center, NIH

Rose, Linda PhD 1992 Asst. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Johns Hopkins U.

Sharps, Phyllis PhD 1988 Asst. Professor 5
School of Nursing, UMAB

Sherman, Jane PhD 1985 Nurse Practitioner (self-emp.) 3
Holistic Nursing Practice
Milford, DE

Shin, Yeong Hee PhD 1991 Asst. Professor 5
University, Soeul, Korea

Staggers, Nancy PhD 1991 Senior Health Analyst, Health 5
Affairs Ofc. of the Aast. Secy.
of Defense

Stevens, Georgia PhD 1986 Asso. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Catholic Univ.

Sylvia, Barbara PhD 1989 Asst. Professor 5
School of Nursing, UMAB

Thompson, Kath. PhD 1991 Asso. Professor 5
Sch o~ Nag, Northern Michigan U.

Troumbley, Pat. PhD 1988 Dir., Breast Cancer Res. Program 5
US Army Research & Dev. Command
Ft. Dietrick, MD

Ulione, Mgt. PhD 1991 Asst. Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, U. of Missouri,
St. Louis



Ulmer, Jan PhD 1991 Assistant Professor 5
Sch of Nsg, Johns Hopkins U

Uphold, Constance PhD 1988 Asst. Professor 5
Coll. of Nsg., U. of Florida

Wendt, Linda PhD 1991 Chair, MCH Nsg. 5
U. of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

Wesley, Ruby PhD 1991 Director of Nsg., Rehab. Inst. of 5
Michigan & Asst. Prof. Wayne State
Univ., Detroit

Weavers, Mary E. PhD 1985 Asso. Professor 5
College of Nsg., Ohio State

Wilson, Lesley PhD 1989 Unknown (living abroad) NA

Wiseman, Rebecca PhD 1993 Asst. Professor 5
Sch. of Nsg, U. of So. Carolina

Zwane, Isabel PhD 1993 Sr. Lecturer & Head, School 5
of Nsg, Swaziland U. of Health
Sciences

* Individual was awarded a 2-year Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholar
Fellowship upon graduation from the PhD progam.

** Individual completed funded post-doctoral study.
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T_., .., I

~C~.DL~~II~ ~'~OGIZ~~I COST ~.~~ PRO.~~C~'~~IT~-
L:~....:ticn:

P.~RT B: OliTCO~~S

Depai-t;ueat: iv`ursino

~'o~'~': BS , MS , PhD .

I. CONTRIBUTIONS TO T~ STUDENTS Fy g3 FY 92 FY 91 FY 90 FY 89(WITH UMBC) FY O1 FY 02 FY 03 FY 04 FY 0~
a. System Indicators

Total Credit Hours Generated a Line 11 26,00+ 23,487 21,15$ 19,751 21,155
Under~aduate LD Line 12

Under~aduate UD Line 13 16,70 14,784 13,375 12,646 14,930
~rr~~.:ate I Line 1~3 7,4b8 7,712 6,972 6,417 5,5~
vrduate II Line 1~ 1,068 9'91 811 688 645
~~u~te III Line 16

~~ c~ i r i ~S Line 17 923 864 787 725 763
'o C, Hr Ge;:c^ced 5v TzvTen-Tracl• Fac Line 13 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Undergr~du~:e LD Line 19

Undergraduate UD Line 20 b,015 5,322 4,815 4,553 5,375
Graduate I Line 21 2,688 2,776 2,510 2,310 2,009
Graduate II Line 22 ~+ 357 292 248 232
Graduate III Line 23
No. of Degrees Awarded

Bachelor's Line 24
277 28b 231 259 2&+~i~s:ers Line 25 159 157 116 106 103

Doctorate Line 26 4 11 8 10 8
First-Professional Line 27
~tio of FTES/FTEF Line 23 923/140 864/133 777/126 725/106 763/106
~~rner/'6Vinter Cr: Hrs. Line 29 2,530 1,498 bG2 545 455
;.index ~adua;e LD Line 30

.:n~~'~~~~~:~ L"D Line ~l 1,b65 601 15 3 3
~~ ~~;:ace I Line 3? 781 825 728 475 404
v^c::~te II Line >; 84 72 59 67 48
Gr~uate III Line 3-i

~• D~~=~~°̂ :-S~::ci:;c Quali~y Ir.~ica:ors Line ~~

(List be:o~~~)



Table 11

~.CADE~YIIC PROGR.~~1I COST AND PRODUCTIVITY
Irstin:tion:

PART B: OUTCOMES

Departrneot: Nursing

P'0~' BS, MS, Ph.D. _

I. CONZRLBUTIONS TO TF-~E STUDENTS

(WITHOUT UMBC)

a. System Indicators

Total Credit Hours Generated

Under~aduate LD

Undergraduate UD

Graduate I

Graduate II

Graduate III

Total FTCS

° a Cr Hr Ge;:e meted by TeniTen-Track Fac

Under~aduate LD

Undergraduate UD

Graduate I

Graduate II

Graduate III

No. of De2re~ Awarded

Bachelor's

Masters

Doctorate

First-Professional

Rario of FTES/FTEF

SummerlWinter Cr. Hrs.

Under~aduate LD

Undergraduate UD

Graduate I

Graduate II

Graduate III

b. Depart:nezt-Specific Quality Indicators

(List below)

F'Y 93 FY 92 FY 91 FY 90 FY 89
FY O1 FY 02 FY 03 FY 04 FY 0~

Line 11 20,347 18,244 15,956 14,501 14,804

Line 12

Line 13 11,811 9,541 8,173 7,396 8,579
Line 14 7,[~8 7,712 6,972 6,417 S,S~C7

Line 1~ 1,068 991 811 688 645

Line 16 7Cp F~g9 604 550 551

Line 17

Line I3

Line I9

Line 20

Line 21

Line 22

Line 23

Line 24

Line 25 152 151 95 116 140
Line 26 159 157 116 lOb 103

4 11 8 10 8Line 27

Line 28

Line 29

Line 30 2,101 1,066 ~OZ 545 455

Line 31

Line 32 1,23b 169 15 3 3

Line 33 781 825 728 475 404

Line 3~3 84 72 59 67 48

Line 3~



Table 12

~A.C~=~DEi1~IIC PROGRAM COST ADD PRODUCTIVITY

PART B: OUTCOMES

Department:

Pro~am: School of Nursing

II. CONTRIBUTIONS TO T~-iE PROFESSION

FACULTY &STAFF

a. System Indicator

# of Books Published Line 37

# of Refereed Works _published only Line 38

n of Non-refereed Works — Published only Line 39
# of Presentations (Papers, posters & workshops)Line 40

of Creative Activities Line 41

# of Research Grants Line 42

~ of Faculty Awarded Research Grants Line 43

~ of Research Grants Line 44

# of Peer Review Panels &Accrediting Teams Line 45

# of Departmental Committees (School—wide) Line 46

# of Institutional Committees (Campus—wide) Line 47

# of System Committees (System—wide) Line 48
# of Days Spent Advisin~!Supporting Student Ord. Line 49
# of Journals Served as Reader~Reviewer Line SO

# of Journals Served as Editor, Area Editor, Etc. Line 51

of Offices Held in Professional Qrganizations Line 52

FY O1 FY 02 FY 03 FY 04 FY OS
1993 1992 1991

10 7 10

50 58 71

21 9 17

331 332 315

21 15 6

15 12 lb

11 11 13

657,074 404,945 181,1E0
9 7 3

242 168 221
67 78 66

17 9 8
NA

38 44 36
21 24 13
45 49 47



T~~i~ l.i

A~~DEIIIC PROGR~..~I COST ~~~ PROI~I.i C~I'I~.~~ i ~~

PART B: OUTCOMES

Department:

~0~' School of Nursing

I. CONTRIBUTIONS TO TF-~ PUBLIC

a. System Indicators

Unpaid Conuibutions

Days to Sc::ool Sys;e:ns

.. Da~~s to Go~~~..~ e^c A~~rci~s

Da}~s to Noa-P:otit A;caci~s

m Days to Businesses

Paid Con~ibutions ''~

R Days to School Systems

R Days to Government Agencies

R Days to Nan-Profit Agencies

Days to Businesses

1'993 195 1991

FY O1 FY 02 FY 03 FY 04 FY OS

Line 60 364

Line 61 
445

Line 62 1, 045
Line 63 254

Line 64 70

Line 65 lI0

Line 66 1p4

Line 67

R of.People Served through

Non-credit Ins~uctian Line 68 4, 638 4, 278

of Hours S~e::t Receiving Non-c; edit Ins~uction (If available) Line 69 ~i~A "~

- of Peter.:; A~^~ ~~ Li.̂.e i0 ~ 0 0,,.i,... fcr

b. De. ~.~;::e..,-~^ _. ~c Qc~i. , L-:cic~:crs (List tie!o~v) Lire i 1

# Data available only for this dear, taken fron Non—Instructional Productivity Report.## Contributions to Non—Profit Agencies paid for by School of Nursing (eg; faculty salaries ~~~!
to staff Paul's Place Nurse Managed Clinic; Lansdowne School Based Clinic). I



Table 14
ACADEMIC PROGRAM COST AND PRODUCTIVITY

Institution: UMAB Fiscal Year

Department: School of Nursing

Pr~~ram A: BSN, MS, PhD

I PLR5UNNLL.~~~~~d'~~II~~~~~~~~,~~~IV

~ Pro~~ram ,~ FTE-Faculty: 107.8

'' Program :'~ - # ~~t Tenured Faculty 2b

TI. EXPENDITURES ~"~~~d~ ~~ "~~,'~~~~~,~~~~~'~~~~Jl~ir:,; .. ,.~ u~~~~i~l,iwhu ~,
~'''+ COL 1

Gen. Instruct.
j~~~~ State Supported~i~~,!ii, Object of Expenditures
'~:~,

Expenditures

1993

# of Tenured Track Faculty: ] 0

COL 2 COL 3 COL 4
Special Sessions Total
Non State Supp. Instructional Research Exp
Expenditures Expenditures Restricted

COL 5 COL 6

Research Exp Total
Un-Restricted Expenditures

Salaries - Ten/Track Faculty 1,228,447 400,407 1,628,854 210,618 0 1,839,472
Salaries -Other Faculty 1,727,900 626,635 2,354,535 449,004 0 2,803,539
Salaries -All Other 1,152,215 159,790 1,312,005 174,560 U 1,486,565
Other Exp.

i
903,059 810,244 1,713,303 6,985 0 1,782,288

i TOTAL 5,011,621 1,997,076 7,008,697 903,167 U 7,911,864



R~S~O(7$1^vlil:~:' CJ~.^.'..r::'.:~^f,~pi0^'".:.'71

Tab(e l~

ASSESSiVIE~iT OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES
AND SUPPORT F~.CILITIES

See NLN Self Study Report, pp. 43 to 80.

Very 
VeryFacility - Adequate Adequate Inadequate' Inadequate* '!

1. Office Space
a. Faculty Space
b. Administrative Space
c. Graduate Students Space

2. Library
a. Periodicals Holdings
b. Books Holdings
c. Deparnnent based 

iLibrary holdings

3. Comoutin~ Facilities
a. Central Computer

1. Hardware
2. Softtivare

b. Dept. Based
1. Micros
2. Mini's
3. Word Processing

Facilities

4. Other Research Facilities'*
a. Laboratory

1. Space
2. Electric Power
3. Water and Sewer
4. Lighting, Heat
S. Ventilation

b. Equipment
1. Faculty Reseaeeh
Z. Teaching ~_
3. Student Research

For each rating of "Inadequate" or "Very Inadequate" attach an explanation with estimate of your needs.
'* If your depamnent uses any of the following, attach a Table l~ covering each of these as above (Central Research Shon,

Electron Microscope, Vivarium, Others).



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Allen B.S.N. Assistant Professor 7/01/92 2,4M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Anderson B.S.N. Ass stant Professor 8/01/93M.S.
Ph.D.

Arnold B.S.N. Assoc ate Professor 8/15/77M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Baldwin B.S.N. Professor 6/01/80 1,2,3,4M.A.
M.A.
Ph.D.

Bausell B.S. Professor (T) 8/01/76 1,4Ph.D.

Belcher B.S.N. Assoc ate Professor 9/01/88 2,3,4,7M.N.
Ph.D.

Cain B.S. Professor (Tj 8/59 4,7M.S.
Ph.D.

* 2 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = DOCto~'al Stab-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Carson B.S.N. Associate Professor 7/01/74 2,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Carter B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/02/93
M.S.
Ed.D.

Cassidy B.S.N. Assistant Professor 5/20/81 2,4M.P.H.
Dr.P.H.

Cooley B.S.N. Instructor 9/02/86 1,2,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Casson H.S. Ass stant Professor 1/23/79 2,3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Damrosch B.A. Associate Professor (T) 8/28/78 4M.A.
Ph.D.

Dennis B.S.N. Associate Professor 10/01/90 1,2,4M.S.N.
Ph.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured

Appointment PhD Program*

Edmunds B.S. Associate Professor 9/16/74 2,3,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

Ee1Zs B.S. Assoc ate Professor (T) 2/12/77 2,3,4,6
M.S.
Ed.D.

Fortier B.S.N. Ass stant Professor (T) 8/19/71
M.S.
Ph.D.

Fry B.S.N. Associate Professor 8/17/87 1,2,3,4,5
M.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

Gassert B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/23/88 1,2,3,4,6M.N.
Ph.D.

Gibbons B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8J24/92 4
M.S.
Ph.D.

Guberski B.A. Associate Professor 8j31/70 2,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Hale B.S.N. Associate Professor (T) 9/01/59
M.S.
Ph.D.

Hanley B.S. Assistant Professor 8/15/83 2,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

Harris B.A. Associate Professor (T) 7/01/82 2,3,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

Heller B.S. Professor (T) 9/12/81 3,7
M.S.
Ed.D.

Hetherington B.S.N. Professor (T) 9/09/74 2,4
M.P.H.
Dr.P.H.

Hull B.S.N. Ass stant Professor 1/03/94
M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Jennings B.S. Assistant Professor 7/01/90 2,4
M.S.
Ph.D

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Kavanagh B.S.N. Associate Professor (T) 8/17/87 1,2,3,4,5
M.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

Kennedy B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/21/67 4
M.S.
Ed.D.

Kleeman B.S. Associate Professor 8/01/77 2,3,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

Kohler B.S.N. Associate Professor (T) 9/16/74
K.S.
Ph.D.

Kreider B.S.N. Assoc ate Professor (T) 10/19/67 1,2,4,7
M.S.
Ph.D.

Lenz B.S.N. Professor (T) 7/01/69 1,2,3,4,6,7M.S.
Ph.D.

Littleton-Kearney B.S.N. Assoc ate Professor 10/01/85 1,2,3,4
M.S.N.
D.N.Sc.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = DoCtor~l Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Mazzocco B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/22/83
M.S.
Ed.D.

McCrone B.A. Associate Professor 8/01/88 2,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

McElroy B.S.N. Associate Professor (T) 9/01/66 4
M.S.
Ph.D.

McEntee B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/21/72
M.S.
Ph.D.

McFadden B.S.N. Associate Professor 8/15/93
M.S.
Ph.D.

McMullen B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/03/81
M.S.
J.D.

Mech B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/15/88 4
M.S.
J.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = DoCtor81 dub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Michael B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/19/85
M.S.
Ph.D.

Miller B.S. Assistant Professor 4/15/88 3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Mills B.S.N. Associate Professor 5/04/88 1,2,3,4,7M.S.
Sc.D.

Morton B.S. Associate Professor 1/03/80 2,3,4,6B.S.N.
M.S.
Ph.D.

Neal B.S. Ass stant Professor (T) 7/01/70 1,2,3,4M.S.N.
Ph.D.

O'Br en B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/01/82 4
M.S.N.
M.A.
Ph.D.

O'Mara B.S.N. Assistant Professor 7/1/77 4M.S.N.
Ph.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Panniers B.S. Assistant Professor 1/04/93 1,2,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Parks B.A. Associate Professor (T) 7/01/84 2,3,4,6M.A.
Ph.D.

Peddicord B.S.N. Assistant Professor- 7/72 2,4
M.S.
Ph.D.

Perry B.S. Associate Professor 8/12/74 1,3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Philipose B.S.N. Ass stant Professor 11/08/93
M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Phillips B.S.N. Ass stant Professor 8/01/93
M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Prescott B.S. Professor (Tj 1/21/80 1,3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Dactorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Proulx B.S. Professor (T) 8/01/72 1,4M.S.N.
Ed.D.

Radin B.S. Assistant Professor 8/30/93
B.S.N.
M.S.
Ph.D.

Rankin, E. B.S.N. Associate Professor (Tj 1/05/72 2,3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Rapson B.S.N. Assistant Professor (T) 4/03/67
M.S.
Ph.D.

Rasin B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/01/88 2,3,4M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Robinson B.S.N. Professor. (T) 9/15/69 2,3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Ruth B.S. Associate Professor (T) 3/01/73 1,2,3,4M.S.
Dr.P.H.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Ryan B.S. Assistant Professor 11/24/86 4M.S.
Ph.D.

Scott B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/18/69M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Sharps B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/13/90 2,4M.S.N.
Ph.D.

Shpritz B.S.N. Instructor 2J01/82
M.S.
Ph.D.

Soeken B.A. Associate Professor (T) 8/20/79 1,2,3,4,5M.S.
Ph.D.

Spellbring B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/19/81 2,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Strasser B.S. Associate Professor (T) 7/01/79 1,2,3,4M.S.
D.N.Sc.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty

Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*
Sylvia B.S.N. Assistant Professor 8/28/89 2,4M.S.

Ph.D.

Thompson B.S.N. Associate Professor 1/04/93 1,7M.S.N.
M.P.H.
Dr.P.H.

Tilbury B.S.N. Assistant Professor 1/18/93 2M.S.

Ed.D.

Tr nkoff B.S.N. Associate Professor (T) 1/04/88 1,2,3,4M.P.H.
D.Sc.

Waltz B.S.N. Professor (T) 2/12/68 1,2,3,4M.S.
Ph.D.

Wilkinson B.S.N. Assistant Professor 9/01/86
M.S.N.
Ed.D.

Winkelstein B.S.N. Assistant Professor 1/02/80 2,4M.S.
Ph.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Committee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility



Appendix

Full Time Doctorally Prepared Faculty Profile and Role in PhD Program

Date of Current
Initial Roles) inFaculty Degrees Rank Tenured Appointment PhD Program*

Wozenski A.B. Assistant Professor 7/06/93 7
M.P.H.
J.D.

* 1 = Course Faculty, 2 = Interim Advisor, 3 = Research Advisor,4 = Dissertation & Comprehensive Committee Member, 5 = Preliminary Exam Committee,6 = Doctoral Sub-Conunittee Member, 7 = Administrative Responsibility


